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ABSTRACT

Taiwanese is the language that has the largest number of native speakers on the

island of Taiwan. However, the use of the language had been politically suppressed in

the past hundred years, the first fifty years by a Japanese colonial government and the

second fifty years by a Nationalist government from China that had been ousted by the

Communists. With the recent democratization of Taiwan, Taiwanese has steadily been

gaining official recognition in many public domains. In this paper, I will use the term

Taiwanese to refer to the varieties of Southern Min languages spoken on Taiwan, since

Tai-oan-oe (lit., Taiwanese) is the most common term used by Taiwanese speakers to

refer to their own native language. Written Taiwanese, however, is still in the process

of being standardized. The current situation somewhat resembles that of the early

stages of the standardization process for written Japanese in the mid-nineteenth century,

during the Meiji Restoration. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the problems

pertaining to standardization of written Taiwanese. In Section One, I will provide an

overview of the current language situation in Taiwan. In Section Two, I will investigate

the history of written Taiwanese and its current status. I will provide a detailed

discussion of Church romanization and other romanization methods, and the method of

writing exclusively with sinographs. In Section Three, I will discuss the merits and

drawbacks of different systems for writing Taiwanese. I will also argue for the

importance of teaching some type of romanization in elementary education in order to

successfully implement any kind of standardized written Taiwanese. Even though

written Taiwanese has a history of at least a century, production of texts written in it has

been limited to certain groups of people such as people in the church community,
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Taiwanese opera (koa-a-hi) singers, and those who write and sing Taiwanese pop songs.

Therefore, the general public is not aware of the availability of the full range of writing

system options mentioned above. People are only familiar with the near-exclusive use

of sinographs broken up by the occasional use of National Phonetic Symbols, popularly

known as bo-po-mo, which are used to teach Mandarin in elementary schools

throughout Taiwan. Under normal circumstances, people do not read materials

published in Taiwanese. One of the major exceptions is the lyrics of Taiwanese

language pop songs, found in the inserts of music tapes, compact discs, and karaoke

displays. In Section Four, I will report on a study of the use of sinographs in Taiwanese

song lyrics, and will provide the results of the study. I will give examples of the most

popular strategies for writing Taiwanese using sinographs. Finally, I will provide some

suggestions for the standardization of written Taiwanese.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

The language which I will be examining in this thesis is Taiwanese, l a variety of

the Southern Min language, which is a member of the Sinitic language family, spoken

widely in Taiwan. It is chiefly spoken by the Han people who migrated to Taiwan from

Fujian Province, China in the late Ming dynasty. Taiwanese is one of the main

languages spoken on the island, in fact it is the largest language in terms of the number

of native speakers. However, it did not enjoy official status during the Japanese

occupation (1895-1945) and during the Chinese occupation ofthe Nationalist Party

(Kuomingtang, KMT) regime (1945-2000).

Unlike Cantonese, another Sinitic language which belongs to the Yue language

branch, Taiwanese did not develop a well-recognized writing system of its own. This

does not mean that Taiwanese was never written, but writing in Taiwanese never

became popular among the general public. However, sometimes necessity to write in

Taiwanese arises, and there are a number of existing Taiwanese texts. Some song

books of koa-a-hi 'Taiwanese opera' were written in sinographs. But modem native

speakers, even those who are Taiwanese opera singers, have a difficult time figuring out

how to read some of the sinographs used in such song books (Taiwan Public Television

2004). The reason is that sinographs do not always reveal the pronunciation easily and

the use of sinographs was not standardized.

Christian missionaries developed romanization for the Taiwanese language in

the mid-nineteenth century (Chen 1999:115; Oh 2000:66). It was used extensively in

1 The term 'Taiwanese' used in this thesis refers to a variety of the Southern Min languages spoken in
Taiwan. For a discussion of problems surrounding this term, please refer to Section 1.4.
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the church community in Taiwan, and many books, such as mathematics and nursing

textbooks, and novels, were published (Chiung 2000:8; Chiung 2004:125-130). This

romanization is commonly known as Church Romanization or peh-oe-jI(lit., white-talk

letters = plain-speech-Ietters) 'colloquial letters' in Taiwanese. Church Romanization

was officially banned during the KMT regime in 1957 (Chiung 2004:120).2

Because of fifty years of strict promotion of Mandarin, anyone who received

education in Taiwan after 1945 is fluent in Mandarin regardless of their native language.

Mandarin was the only language used in education until the end of the KMT

administration in 2000, and people have been, for the most part, using only Mandarin to

read and write. Therefore, most people never used written Taiwanese except for some

local phrases in less formal writings. Song lyrics are one ofthe exceptions. Taiwanese

pop songs have been popular among Taiwanese speakers, and people find lyrics written

in sinographs in the inserts of cassette tapes and compact disks. This type of written

Taiwanese is used in the lyrics that appear in karaoke machines as well.

With recent changes in the political climate in Taiwan, the Taiwanese language

as well as thirteen other languages have gained national language status. Taiwanese,

however, still does not have standardized orthography. In recent years, several

romanization methods and writing orthographies have been suggested. The purpose of

this paper is to examine the advantages and disadvantages of the existing methods of

writing Taiwanese and to investigate what methods are actually utilized by the general

public. Previous studies, such as Li (2000) and Chiung (2001a), did not focus on the

writing methods which are most likely to be encountered by the general public.

Therefore, I will investigate how the lyrics of Taiwanese songs which are found on the

inserts of cassette tapes and compact disks are written. The present study finds that

2 However, Church Romanization continued to be used by some people as stated in Oh (2000:64-65).
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ordinary people are only familiar with materials written in sinographs and the

occasional use of the National Phonetic Alphabet (NPA). This study shows that there

are often instances where sinographs are used in ways that the intended readings are not

clear. Even though Church Romanization has a long history, it is not generally

recognized by the general public. I will argue that the introduction of a systematic

phonetic alphabet in elementary education is the key to the successful implementation

of any type of Taiwanese orthography. Church Romanization seems to be the best

choice for romanization of Taiwanese since it has the longest history and the largest

number of dictionaries and other reference materials. Previous studies have focused on

the ease of acquiring romanization comparing to the use of sinographs. However, these

studies have overlooked the importance of providing formal instruction in the use of

romanization in order for people to gain any proficiency.

Chapter 1 will provide some background information about the current language

situation in Taiwan. I will present brief background information pertaining to written

Taiwanese in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, I will present the merits and drawbacks of

systems used for writing Taiwanese. In Chapter 4, I will present my original study on

written Taiwanese song lyrics found on the inserts of cassette tapes and compact disks.

In Chapter 5 I will argue that teaching romanization in elementary education is the key

to the successful implementation of any type of Taiwanese orthography.

1.1 Languages spoken in Taiwan

Taiwan is a multi-lingual community where three major Sinitic languages,

namely, Hakka, Mandarin, and Taiwanese, and ten Austronesian languages are spoken.3

The number of speakers varies greatly depending on language. Mandarin has been the

3 They are Amis, Atayal, Bunun, Paiwan, Puyuma, Rukai, Saisiyat Tao, Taroko, and Tsou. See the
following section for a detailed discussion of these languages.
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official language since 1945. Besides the languages mentioned above, various

Mandarin dialects and other Sinitic languages are spoken by older Chinese immigrants

who arrived at the beginning part of the KMT administration of Taiwan, which started

in 1945. Japanese is widely understood and occasionally used by people who received

their education in Taiwan before 1945.

1.1.1 Austronesian (Formosan) languages

The indigenous people of Taiwan4 have their own languages which belong to the

Austronesian language family. Some indigenous languages of Taiwan became extinct

due to extensive contact with the Han immigrants who started migrating to the island

around 1650 or earlier. The languages known to be extinct are Basay (Kawanuwan),

Hoanya, Ketangalan, Kulun, Papora, Siraiya, and Taokas. The following seven

languages are classified as nearly extinct in Ethnologue 14th edition (Grimes, ed. 2000):

Amis-Nataoran, Babuza, Kanakanabu, Kavalan, Pazeh, Saaroa, Thao. Ten other

languages still spoken are Amis, Atayal, Bunun, Paiwan, Puyuma, Rukai, Saisiyat, Tao,

Taroko, and Tsou. All except Tao, formerly known as Yami, belong to the Formosan

branch of Austronesian (Grimes, ed. 2000).5 The number of speakers of these

languages is small and only about two percent of the population now speak these

languages. Most speakers can speak other languages as well. People who went through

the education system after 1945 can speak Mandarin. People who have frequent contact

with Taiwanese speakers also speak Taiwanese. Japanese became the lingua franca

4 In Taiwan, indigenous people refer to themselves as yuanzhumin in Mandarin, goan-chu-bfn in
Taiwanese, lit., 'original inhabitants'. The term 'aboriginal' is also commonly used when they translate
this term into English.
5 Hereafter, I will refer to these languages spoken by the indigenous people as Formosan languages even
though Tao is technically not a part of the Formosan language branch. It belongs to the Bashiic branch of
the Northern Philippine group. Tao is closely related to Ibatan, spoken on Babuyan Island, and Ivatan on
Batanes Islands.
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among indigenous people who speak different languages during the Japanese

occupation, and it has been reported that some indigenous people still use Japanese in

daily conversations. Chinyang Village located in Nanao Hsiang of Yilan County was

mentioned as one of the places where Japanese is still spoken on a daily basis by the

indigenous people on a program produced by Fuji Television, a Japanese television

station, on October 20, 1994 (Yuhara 1996:97-102).

1.1.2 Sinitic languages

Most of the Han immigrants to Taiwan until the nineteenth century were

speakers of a Southern Min language, especially of the Quanzhou6 and Zhangzhou

dialects (Choan-chiu and Chiang-chiu in Taiwanese), and the Hakka language.

Southern Min languages introduced in Taiwan later developed into what we now call

Taiwanese, a variety of the Southern Min language which is distinct from other varieties

spoken in China. Taiwanese is more commonly spoken on a daily basis outside of

Taipei City, where the population of non-Taiwanese speakers is large.? Hakka is

spoken widely in areas settled by the Hakka people, especially in Miaoli County. In

other parts ofHakka areas, such as Taoyuan, Hsinchu, and Meinong, many younger

people possess only a passive knowledge of the language or have completely shifted to

Mandarin (and some cases Mandarin and Taiwanese) (cf. Wen 1990 for a study of

Hakka usage in Taoyuan).

6 For place names in China, I will use the pinyin system, the system officially adopted by the government
of the People's Republic of China. When another system is used, I will put the pinyin equivalent in
parentheses. For place names in Taiwan, I will provide the names in Mandarin since they are widely used
and people outside of Taiwan are more familiar with Mandarin names. I will use the Wade-Giles system
since Taiwanese place names are normally written in this system except for Taipei City, where the pinyin
system with some modifications has officially adopted.
7 This is because many immigrants from China who arrived after 1945 settled mainly in major cities in
the northern Taiwan. Many of them married local women. Most such households use Mandarin as their
home language since the father is not able to understand or speak: Taiwanese. Children of such families
generally do not speak Taiwanese fluently unless they have had extensive contacts with Taiwanese
dominant speakers.
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Other Sinitic languages (e.g., various Mandarin dialects, Wu languages, and so

forth) are also spoken by the Han immigrants who arrived from various parts of China

after 1945. Native speakers of these languages are now older than sixty-years old.

1.1.3 Japanese

Japan occupied Taiwan from 1895 to 1945. The Japanese colonial government

promoted the use of Japanese. Education was conducted in Japanese as well. Therefore,

those who went to school during the Japanese era are also able to speak Japanese. The

use of Japanese was extremely discouraged during the KMT era. However, after the

death of President Chiang Chingkuo in 1987, the restrictions on the use of Japanese in

public places was lifted. For instance, Japanese language programs are currently

broadcast all-day long on television. A number ofJapanese loanwords are found in

Hakka, Taiwanese, and Austronesian languages spoken in Taiwan.

1.1.4 Local languages used on television

Since 1987, the domain of use of various local languages has been expanding.

For instance according to Jang (1993) local language television programs (mainly

Taiwanese) occupied only 8 percent of the total number ofprogram hours. Now

Taiwanese television programs can be watched any time of the day. A television station

which mainly airs Hakka language programs started broadcasting in 2003 (Hakka TV).

A television station, lTV, which specializes in programs related to the indigenous

peoples, officially started broadcasting on July 1,2005 (Hwang 2005). Currently, many

programs are in Mandarin, but there are some programs broadcasted in Formosan

languages (Taiwan no Koe News 2005).8

8 The URL for the homepage of lTV (Indigenous Peoples' TV Station) is as follows:
http://www.ch16.com.tw/.
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1.2 Language attitudes towards Taiwanese

As a result of the Nationalist education policy, any language other than

Mandarin was looked down on and people started to believe that local languages were

the languages spoken by uneducated people and something which was not 'fashionable'

(e.g., Baran 2004). This value judgment about local languages continues to exist in the

minds of many people in Taiwan. Even proficient native speakers of Taiwanese may

think speaking Taiwanese is not as good as speaking Mandarin. Many monolingual

speakers of Mandarin often look down upon local languages. A few anecdotes to

illustrate this point are presented below:

Tom (pseudonym, a twenty-five year old male from Yunlin county, who speaks

Taiwanese as his first language) has been speaking primarily Taiwanese since at the

time he had been living in the Southern part of Taiwan where Taiwanese is spoken on a

daily basis. When I met him in Pintung in 2003, he spoke to me and others in

Taiwanese with occasional use of Mandarin. When I saw him again in Taipei in 2004,

where he had started to work a couple of months before, he spoke to me in Mandarin

even though I used Taiwanese. I observed that he used only Mandarin with other

people as well. When I asked him why he did not speak Taiwanese to me, he answered

that he felt embarrassed speaking Taiwanese in front of people in Taipei. Therefore, he

had switched to Mandarin and he no longer feels comfortable speaking Taiwanese to

anyone while he is in Taipei.

Jim (pseudonym, a twenty-five year old male from Taipei county, who speaks

Taiwanese as his first language) reported to me that when he was a college student in

Taipei, he mainly used Mandarin to communicate with his classmates. He told me that

he felt uncomfortable speaking Taiwanese on campus since speaking Taiwanese sounds

uneducated and unsophisticated.
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In December 2003, Sam (pseudonym, a thirty-year old male from the Taipei

county, who speaks Taiwanese as his first language) and I went in to a Thai restaurant

in Taipei. We were speaking in Taiwanese, and a waitress came to take our order.

Since we were speaking in Taiwanese, Sam started out in Taiwanese but quickly

switched to Mandarin. He then told me that it sounded weird to place an order in that

kind of restaurant in Taiwanese, because people, especially young people, do not

normally speak Taiwanese unless they are ordering food with street vendors or shops at

night markets.

These examples show that speaking Taiwanese is regarded as inappropriate in

some domains and is often associated with being uneducated and unsophisticated.

1.3 Historical background

The linguistic situation in Taiwan is complex because of Taiwan's rather unique

historical background. Formosan languages were the sole languages spoken before the

arrival of Han immigrants from China. After the arrival of the Han immigrants some

indigenous people became Sinicized through extensive contacts with the immigrants

from China and started speaking Taiwanese. Consequently some Formosan languages

became extinct. Yet Formosan languages and Sinitic languages, namely Taiwanese and

Hakka, were still spoken in their respective communities. In 1895 Taiwan became the

first colony of Japan. Toward the end of the colonial era in 1943, about 72.9% of the

population (82.97% of males above 25 years old) spoke Japanese (Shinohara 1999: 22).

Two years later, the KMT government imposed a strict Mandarin-only policy (Chiung

2004:118-120). The island's official language suddenly changed to Mandarin, a

language rarely heard on Taiwan previously. Shinohara (1993:3-4) reported the

following story told by one of his Taiwanese acquaintances, T. He was educated during
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the Japanese era, and after 1945 he was going to a teacher's college. There was an

interview test conducted in Japanese by Chinese testers from China who knew Japanese.

T was asked 'Can you read some sentences in kokugo [lit., national language]?' He

thought kokugo meant Japanese and immediately answered 'yes'. Then he was given a

text written in Mandarin. He could not tell the testers that he mistakenly thought

kokugo meant Japanese, and he read the text in Taiwanese instead. As soon as he

started reading the text in Taiwanese, the testers started laughing and told him 'no,

that's not kokugo, that's Taiwanese.' There are many other similar anecdotes which

confirm that Mandarin was rarely heard in Taiwan before the arrival of the KMT.

I would like to conclude this section with a Taiwanese poem written by Prof.

Robert L. Cheng, a native of Tainan. This poem tells us how languages used in Taiwan

changed in the past century (Cheng 1997).

Chit-tai ke chit-tai Tin Liong-ui

Chit-tai ke chit-tai. A-bu io na, bang in-a chit-mi toa chit-chhim

A-pa phah-piitnchoe-sit, ho' gin-a jin-chin thak-chheh

Chit-tai ke chit-tai, Ii khan-ka, goa khoan_iun

Li lau-sit, pian-se, goa su lang m su-tln

Chit-tai ke chit-tai. Pe-bu kap kian-ji, sio chiau-ko', sio hu-chhah

Teng-e-tai, Ii iun-chhi goa, goa hau-keng Ii

Chit-tai iau-be ke--khi, sin-e chit-tai chiu leh kong bo-kang-oe

DTug-soan kong, bo Tug-soan-ma e si-tai, a-bu kong Siraiya oe

Goa kong Choan-chiu-oe

A-pa kong: Lan e pu.n-hiong tl Tug-soan hit-peng

Chit-tai iau-be ke--khi, sin-e chit-tai chiu leh oh thak bo-kang-chheh

Tai-chheng-te-kok e si-tai, Ian kong lang--e oe

Su-oh-a-sian kit goan thak ko'-cha, ko'-cha ie han-oh-a chheh

Sian-sin kong, it-ji tat chhian-kim, m-bat-ji si chhin-ml-gu

Thak ko'-tian, tiong chiong-goan, jip kian-sian choe toa-koan



Chit-tai iau-bc ke--khi, sin-e chit-tai chiii leh k6ng bo-kang-oe

lit-pun si-tai, chhu--li k6ng T<li-oan-oe, hak-hau thak "aiueo"

Sen-sei k6ng: Thian-hong-pe-ha t1 Tang-kian

Chit-tai iau-bc ke--khi, sin-e chit-tai chiii leh 6h bo-kang-oe

Tiong-kok si-tai, chhu-pin keh-piah k6ng T<li-oan-oe, g6a 6h bat "po-pho-mo"

Lau-su k6ng: "Women yao f'anggong datu, Zhonggu6 cM you qiantu"

Chit-tai koh ke chit-tai, a-pa eng-6an sI a-pa, a-bu put-si to sI a-bu

Chin kh6-sioh, g6a tui in bo kau liau-kM:

In e kau-i6k, in e bak-sai, in e khin-tang, in e seng-chiii

Ng-bang hak-hau ka goan: Pc-bu e oe-gu, pc-bu e su-kh6, pc-bu e ke-khi

Chit-tai koh ke chit-tai, t1 T<li-oan, Ian khia-khi, Ian seng-oah,

Ian siu kau-i6k, Ian kang-chok

Vi T<li-o<ln, Ian lap-se, Ian siu-hoat, Ian tau-phio, Ian choe-peng

Lan behjIn-sek Ian e lek-su, Ian e sia-hoe, Ian e jin-seng, Ian e chiin-giam,

Ian e sim-Ieng

Chit-tM thoan ke chit-tai, ti<lu-tai pian, kok-ch6k pian, hak-hau rna pian

A-pa put si to hi-seng, rna-rna eng-oan sI thian-thang

Goa-l<li e cheng-ko<ln beh kiong-che, beh chhu-tai, beh t6k-chiin

T<li-oan bfm.-hoa ii khip-siu, u pau-iong, ii pi-kau khah hoat-tiian

Lan lu tho<ln lu ii mih-kian
, lu 6h lu ii ti-hui, lu lian lu ii pun-sii

G6a beh tho<ln ho· au-tai: siong chan--e, siong ii lo·-cng--e

Siong hah jin-seng--e koh siong ii chiin-giam--e

10

Generation after generation Robert L. Cheng

Mother rocks the cradle basket, wishing the baby would grow every day.

Father works hard in the field, so that the kids can study hard.

Generation after another generation, you teach me, and I imitate.

You are sincere, hard-working, I cannot lose.

From generation to generation, parents and their children,

they look after each other and help each other.

In the next generation, you raise me, and I respect you.

The old generation is not yet gone, the new generation speaks a different language.

At the time when there were Han men but no Han women,
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my mother spoke the Siraiya language,

And I spoke the Choan-chiu language.

My father said: Our family is originally from over there in China.

The old generation is not yet gone,

the new generation is studying a different text book.

During the Great Empire of Qing, we spoke our own language.

Teachers taught us how to read very old Chinese books.

The teacher said: each character has a worth in gold,

being illiterate is like being a blind cow,

study the classics, and pass the national exams,

and go to the capital and be an official.

The old generation is not yet gone, the new generation speaks a different language.

During the Japanese period, we spoke Taiwanese at home,

and studied aiueo at school.

The sensei said: The emperor lives in Tokyo.

The old generation is not yet gone,

the new generation is studying a different language.

During the Chinese period, we spoke Taiwanese at home and so did the neighbors,

and I studied bo-po-mo.9

The teacher said: We need to strike back at Mainland China,

China would then have a future.

Generation after generation. Father is always father, mother is always mother.

It is so pitiful, I don't really understand them:

their education, their sorrows, their values, their achievements.

I wish the school would teach us the language of our parents, thoughts of

our parents, and the history of our parents.

Generation after generation. In Taiwan, we live, make our living,

receive education, and work.

For Taiwan, we pay taxes, abide by the law, vote, and serve in the military.

We want to know OUR history, OUR society, OUR humanity,

OUR dignity, and OUR soul.

Generation after generation. Government changed, nationality changed,

9 I will use pinyin for this Mandarin word, except when it occurs in the Taiwanese text above.
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schools also changed.

Father always sacrifices himself, mother is always loving.

Foreign governments forced us, changed things, and monopolized us.

Taiwanese culture absorbed, tolerated, compared and developed.

The more we pass to the next generation, the more things we have,

the more we study, the smarter we become, the more we try, the more we thrive.

I would like to pass down to the next generation, the things which are the best,

the most useful, the most humane, and full of dignity.

Cheng's Taiwanese poem describes how spoken language has changed with the passing

of generations. During the Qing dynasty, Chinese women were not allowed to migrate

to Taiwan, and therefore, most Chinese men ended up marrying the indigenous women

of Taiwan. The Siraiya language mentioned in the poem is an extinct Formosan

language which was spoken in the Tainan area. Some of the children from these mixed

marriages attended private schools which taught classical Chinese. However, from

1895, Taiwan became a Japanese colony, and the Japanese language became the official

language there and also the medium of instruction at school. Later, from 1945, Taiwan

was ruled by the KMT. The Japanese language became the language of the enemy

nation, and a strict Mandarin only policy was imposed at school and in public places.

Therefore, in the past 100 years, the language used by people in Taiwan changed with

the ruling government. Now, with the end of KMT rule, the Taiwanese language is

finally gaining official recognition.

1.4 Problems surrounding the term Taiwanese

The term Taiwanese used in this paper refers to a variety of the Southern Min

language spoken in Taiwan. In Taiwan, it is popularly known as Tai-oan-i5e, literally

'the Taiwan language'; however, this term has been criticized by some people in

Taiwan, especially by the speakers of the Hakka language, and, to a lesser extent, by
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some speakers of Formosan languages. The term Taiwanese may suggest that it is the

only language of Taiwan. Some people are opposed to the term 'Taiwanese', since

'Taiwanese' is not the only language spoken there. Hakka and Formosan languages are

also languages spoken in Taiwan, thus some speakers of those languages feel that their

languages are 'Taiwanese' as well.1o However, since the term Tai-oan-6e 'Taiwanese'

is the most commonly used term in Taiwan to refer to the variety of Southern Min

language, especially by the native speakers of this language, I adopt the term Taiwanese

in this paper. Hereafter the term Taiwanese refers to the variety of the Southern Min

language spoken in Taiwan. There are other commonly known terms which refer to the

Taiwanese language. The following is a summary of those terms used in Taiwan. I will

provide the equivalent Mandarin terms and their English meanings as well.

Taiwanese Mandarin sinographs English

Tai-oan-oe Taiwanhua ~ ;~~ the language of Taiwan
Tai-gil Taiyu ~"t~ the language of Taiwan
Ban-Iam-oe MInnanhua F!k' m~ Southern Min11 language
Ban-lam-gil MInnanyu fIk'm~ Southern Min language
Ho-16-oe Fililiohua )"iifi~~12 the Holo13 people's language
Hok-kian-oe Filjianhua ~~~ the language of Fujian

FIGURE 1. Various terms referring to the Taiwanese language.

In Taiwan, Tdi-oan-6e or Tai-gU (or Tai-gi depending on a dialect) in Taiwanese, and

TaiwanhuG or Taiyii in Mandarin are the most commonly used terms by the native

speakers of Taiwanese. All of which mean the Taiwanese language. MlnnanhuG or

10 Oh (1978:20) gives the following anecdote. 'When I started to run a column called "Taiwanese
lessons" in Taiwan Chenglian magazine, I was criticized by a Hakka reader saying: "What you call
Taiwanese is actually Hokkien Taiwanese. You should clearly state that.'" On October 16,2004, La
Chao-jin, chairman of the Council of Hakka Affiars, made the following statement during the Ethnic and
Cultural Development Conference (Hong 2004). 'All Taiwan's languages should be called
"Taiwanese" ... It is exclusionist to refer to just one of those tongues as "Taiwanese'" .
11 Min is the traditional term which refers to the Fujian Province in China.
12 There are some variations in sinographic representation. :;f;.*U7, ~~*U7 are also used.
13 Holo, which is heard more commonly in Hakka area, refers to the people who migrated to Taiwan
from the Fujian Province in China. As for the etymology of the word Holo, see Chiung 2004:115.
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Mlnnanyii in Mandarin is also often used, especially by non-native speakers of

Taiwanese whose first language is Mandarin. Min is the traditional term which refers to

the area currently occupied by the province of Fujian. Some people dislike this term

because the sinograph for Min, r:!k', has a negative connotation since it refers to an area

which is inhabited by barbarians. The following passage is found in Shuowenjiezi.

r>lltttW~'E~;'A~ r,~ 0

The character fltt' refers to a country of south-eastern barbarians.
It is derived from the radical insects (~). Its phonetic key is r,.

However, it seems that many people are not aware of this negative connotation. When I

interviewed twenty-five people from Taiwan in their twenties to forties in 2004, none of

them mentioned that the character had a negative connotation. It is likely that the term

Min was deliberately used by the KMT government to give an impression to the people

that Taiwanese is just a dialect ofthe 'Chinese language' (Robert L. Cheng, personal

communication). Han Chinese people who arrived in Taiwan after 1949, the so-called

waishengren 'lit., people from provinces outside [of Taiwan]' , and their descendants

seem to use this term more frequently.

Fujianhua or Hok-kian-6e 'Fujian' refers to the language of Fujian Province.

This term is commonly used in Singapore, where a variety of Southern Min, which is

similar to Taiwanese used in Taiwan, is spoken. There are varieties of mutually

unintelligible Min languages spoken in Fujian Province (e.g., Amoy, and Fuzhou), so

this term may be misleading. It is probably called this since a variety which is similar

to the ones spoken in Taiwan and Singapore is spoken in Amoy (Xiamen), one of the

most prominent cities in Fujian Province, and because it is probably the most prominent

language spoken in the province.
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Currently, the term Ho-16-6e is also heard more frequently. This term has been

in use more commonly in communities where there is a greater number of Hakka

speakers. This term is frequently heard in the north-western coast of Taiwan, where

there is a large population of Hakka speakers. The Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)

often uses Ho-16-6e when referring to Taiwanese because they know that some HakIm

people dislike the term 'Taiwanese' to be used for the varieties of the Southern Min

language spoken in Taiwan. Until recently, it seems that the term Ho-16-6e has not

been used so much outside of the Hakka areas. 14

14 During my two months stay in Taipei in 1987, I never heard the term Ho-Io-oe used. Prof. Robert L.
Cheng, a native of Tainan in his 70s, told me that he never heard the term Ho-Io-oe when he was growing
up in Tainan. Five Taiwanese students from Taipei studying at University ofHawai'i informed me that
they started hearing this term after DPP started to become prominent in various government offices.
In December 2003, when I interviewed seven people in their 70s and 80s in Toufen, where the majority
of the population is Hakka, they consistently used the term Holo to refer to the Taiwanese language and
its speakers.
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CHAPfER2

WRITTEN TAIWANESE

2.0 Introduction

There are seven major branches in the Sinitic language sub-group; Mandarin,

Wu, Hakka, Yue, Min, Xiang, and Gan (e.g., Norman 1988:181).15 These are often

collectively referred to as 'Chinese'. Some branches may be further divided into

smaller groups, for example, the Min branch consists of Northern-Min, Southern-Min,

Central-Min, and Eastern-Min branches. Some well-known languages included among

the Sinitic languages are Mandarin, Shanghai (a Wu language), Hakka, Cantonese (a

Yue language), and Taiwanese (a Southern-Min language). These Sinitic languages are

mutually unintelligible. For instance, the differences between Mandarin and Cantonese

are so great that they are like English and German. Such languages are often referred to

as 'dialects' for political reasons.

At present, the official writing norm of Sinitic languages in China, Singapore

and Taiwan is Modem Written Chinese (MWC). MWC is based on Mandarin,

therefore, the gap between the written language and spoken language is minimal for

speakers of Mandarin, but the gap is much larger for those who speak other Sinitic

languages. Therefore, native speakers of Sinitic languages other than Mandarin must

write in a language which is significantly different from their spoken language in terms

of lexicon and grammar.

(1) 1~ ~ -l\ * :1"0
tii g~i wo yl ben shu
he give I one classifier book

'He gave me a book. '

15 Some claim that there are ten major groups including Jin, Hui, Ping (e.g., Chang 1996:1-20).
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The sentence above is in MWC. In Hong Kong, where the majority of people are native

Cantonese speakers,I6 even monolingual Cantonese speakers write 'He gave me a book'

as (1). There is a tradition of reciting MWC using Cantonese pronunciation in Hong

Kong. Thus, sentence (1) would be pronounced in Cantonese as follows:

(2) 1e. #;- -i\
tha khap ngo yat
he give lone

'He gave me a book.'

*- t" 0

pun syu
classifier book

However, this is not what people actually say when they converse in Cantonese. In the

spoken language, they would say:

(3) 12- {if *- t" ~ 0

khoey P~I yat pun syu ngo
he gIve one classifier book I

'He gave me a book.'

Notice the difference in word order, and that the words khoey 'he' ,pei 'give' are not

cognates of Mandarin counterparts.

Unlike in Hong Kong, anyone who goes to school in Taiwan is instructed in

Mandarin, so currently people in Taiwan almost never read MWC using Taiwanese

pronunciation. However, the gap between MWC and spoken Taiwanese is still large.

In Taiwanese (1) would be:

(4) 1J1" f -i\
1 h6' goa chit
he give lone

'He gave me a book.'

*- -JJJT 0

pUn chheh
classifier book

The words i 'he', ho 'give', chheh 'book' are not cognates of their Mandarin or

Cantonese counterparts.

16 The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) of China, as of July 1, 1997, has more people
who can speak Mandarin now. However, Cantonese is still the primary language used in daily life.
There are still many who do not speak Mandarin.
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This situation is similar to that ofEurope in the past. People in England spoke

English, but when they wrote they used French (or Latin in church contexts) since it

was the official written language. In Japan, many official documents were written in a

pseudo-Chinese called Kanbun (lit., Han, as in the Han Dynasty, sentences) until around

the end of the Edo period in 1968.

Even though the official written language of Hong Kong has been MWC, there

is a long tradition of writing in Cantonese in Hong Kong, and therefore, there is a quite

well-accepted way of writing in Cantonese. One can easily find examples of written

Cantonese in publications such as popular magazines, novels, and comics. They

employ many 'local characters'. They are sinographs which are not commonly used in

MWC or are especially created sinographs which accommodate unique Cantonese

morphemes. Such 'local characters' are not used in Mandarin; therefore, monolingual

Mandarin speakers often cannot understand written Cantonese even though it is written

using sinographs.

With the democratization of Taiwan, some people expressed desire to write in

local languages other than Mandarin. Since there is no wide-spread and well

established tradition of writing in local languages in Taiwan, there are many obstacles

to writing in such languages.

2.1 Sinographs

As discussed in the previous section, written Taiwanese has never been widely

popularized in Taiwan. People who are not involved in the promotion of Taiwanese

language education are generally not even aware of the existence of written Taiwanese

except for a few phrases which appear in popular writings or in the lyrics found in song

books and inserts of cassette tapes and compact disks.
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However, there is a history of trying to write in Taiwanese. In the past, most

Taiwanese writings utilized sinographs. Chinese traditionally had been written in the

so-called literary style using Classical Chinese, which differs greatly from the spoken

variety of any modern Sinitic languages. The following examples show differences

between literary Chinese (5) and Mandarin (6):

(5)

(6)

:1f ~~ it it ~ 0

you ya ji ting shiP
exist crow gather court-yard tree

'There were [some] crows [who] flocked together [in a] court-yard [upon
a] tree.' (Brandt 1927: 1)

:1f J!.b .~ ~~ ~ ;(£ 1% rJ;] ~ J:. 0

you xie wUya jii zai yuan nei shu shang
exist some crow gather in court-yard III tree above

'There were some crows [who] flocked together in a court-yard upon a
tree.' (Brandt 1927:1)

Literary Chinese has always been written using sinographs. Since people generally

regard Taiwanese as a Chinese dialect and a descendant of Classical Chinese, it does

not seem unreasonable for Taiwanese to be written using sinographs. During the time

when Taiwan was occupied by Japan, people in Taiwan were educated in Japanese,

which also utilizes sinographs. Mter 1945, people were educated in Mandarin, so

singoraphs have always been a part of formal education. Therefore, it is easy to

understand why people have been using sinographs to write. Another important

contributing factor for the continued preference for sinographs has been the fact that in

Taiwan no type of romanization has been introduced in schools. Therefore, unlike the

People's Republic of China, where the pinyin system of romanization is taught in

elementary school, people in Taiwan are not able to write in any type of systematic

17 Mandarin pronunciation of each sinograph is provided as a reference. How they actually pronounce
literary Chinese sentences depends on the background of readers. For example, people in Taiwan use
Mandarin pronunciation, Cantonese pronunciation is used in Hong Kong, and so forth.
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romanization. In addition to this, there is strong resistance against romanization from

the ordinary people of Taiwan.18 As for a phonetic aid, people in Taiwan are taught the

National Phonetic Alphabet (NPA) commonly known as bo-po-mo (~ j(n), which

looks like radically simplified sinographs. Traditionally, knowledge of sinographs has

been equated with levels of one's education. This phenomenon is observed in Taiwan,

as well as in China and in Japan, and to some extent in Korea. Therefore, if you are

fluent in writing sinographs, you gain more respect, and written materials containing

sinographs are regarded as more scholarly. Therefore, ordinary people would use

sinographs, and NPA if necessary, to write Taiwanese.

2.2 Church Romanization

Church Romanization was developed by Christian missionaries in the mid

nineteenth century to spread Christianity in the area where Southern Min was spoken

(Tiun 1995; Oh 2000:66). Therefore, it now has a history of more than 150 years. As

discussed in the previous chapter, it once was popular in the church community and

most, if not all, of foreign missionaries were fluent in using this system. Many written

materials exist, but people in general are not even aware of such materials. Even

though this system is extremely simple compared to sinographs; however, people still

need to be instructed in order to gain ability in reading materials written in this system.

Since no romanization of any kind was taught in schools in Taiwan until the start of

native language education, -BJ:"ti~"t , in recent years, ordinary Taiwanese speakers

cannot read materials written in romanization. Many Taiwanese language activists

18 Ikutoku Oh (a.k.a. Ong 16k-tek), a Taiwanese linguist who was proficient in Church Romanization and
later introduced two modified versions of this system, wrote that even though he knew of the existence of
Church Romanization he never wanted to learn it because of its affinity with Christianity. He was not
fond of this religion. He mastered Church Romanization through self study after he moved to Japan in
1949 (Oh 2000:59-62).
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know this system and produce writings in Church Romanization or the system called

him-18 (lit., sinographs and romanization), a mixture of Church Romanization and

sinographs. Currently there are some newsletters which contain writing in Church

Romanization, such as Tai-bun bong-po, TaJ-bun thong-sin, and Whale o/Taiwanese

Literature. Some Internet discussion groups such as 'Tai-gu bang' utilize Church

Romanization for the most part (see http://tai-gu-bang.lomaji.com/phoe/sek-in.html/).

2.3 Other systems

There are some drawbacks to Church Romanization, and attempts have been

made to modify this system. Oh (2000) made two modified versions of Church

Romanization. Though Church Romanization has the longest history, even longer than

the pinyin system used in China, it has never been used by the general public. There are

a number of books, teaching materials, and dictionaries written in Church Romanization.

However, a number of other systems have also been developed. According to IOD and

TiuD (1999) as many as sixty-four systems have been created. In addition to Church

Romanization, major competing systems include the Taiwan Language Phonetic

Alphabet (TLPA), and tongyong pinyin (lit., 'universal usage sound-combining')

'general phonetic alphabet' (Chiung 2004: 150). None of them are yet accepted as the

standard; therefore, the number of people who utilize these systems vary from system to

system. Tongyong pinyin, however, was officially adopted by the government for

Mandarin in 2002 (Government Information Office 2004), but the system actually used

differs from place to place. In elementary education, tongyong pinyin is used in Taipei

city and county (p.c. Bor-chuan Yu, who created the system in 1998), and Church

Romanization is used in Tainan (p.c. Robert L. Cheng, a promoter of Church

Romanization) .
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Non-Roman-alphabet-based systems have been introduced as well. During the

Japanese occupation, a system using a modified Japanese syllabary was used. This

system became obsolete once Japanese was no longer a language used on a daily basis

at home in Taiwan. A system utilizing modified NPA to accommodate sounds which

do not exist in Mandarin is commonly found as a pronunciation guide in books. This

system is preferred by some people since NPA is taught in schools in Taiwan, and

people are already familiar with the system. It is not too difficult for people to learn the

extra conventions for writing Taiwanese sounds. This system is comparatively easier to

learn than systems which utilize romanization since no type of romanization is taught in

school. Some people even suggested a system using a new set of phonetic symbols;

however, I have not yet seen actual examples of these systems.
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CHAPTER 3

MERITS AND DRAWBACKS OF SYSTEMS USED FOR WRITING TAIWANESE

3.0 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapter, there are several different systems

available for writing Taiwanese, but none of them has yet to be accepted as the standard

orthography. The method utilizing sinographs, with occasional use of NPA, is the most

popular method used by ordinary people. Most Protestant and Catholic missionaries

utilize Church Romanization and many activists of written Taiwanese19 know some type

of romanization. There are publications written entirely in romanization, such as Ttii-

oan-hu-sfan kilU-hae-po 'Taiwan Church News' , which started publication in the late

nineteenth century, and some textbooks published in the late nineteenth century to the

early twentieth century (see Chiung 2005:46-49 and 85 for some examples). The him-to

system, a mixture of sinographs and romanization, is used by some activists. In the

following sections, I will examine the merits and drawbacks of each system.

3.1 Merits and drawbacks of sinographs

As discussed earlier, ordinary people use sinographs, and NPA when necessary.

Since everyone who is educated in Taiwanese schools is already familiar with

sinographs and NPA, they do not need to learn a new set of symbols. However, there

are some problems using sinographs to write Taiwanese. Hu (1994: 13) describes the

situation of written Taiwanese as follows:

19 These activists have been promoting written Taiwanese and have actively been producing various
works in written Taiwanese.
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When you mention the word 'TaibOn' (written Taiwanese), my guess is
that there are still many who do not know of its existence. As for how it is
actually written, then I think even more people are not aware of such methods of
writing. This is because when people write things, they used to write in the
written language using Classical Chinese; otherwise, people write in the written
language, closer to the sfcoken variety using Mandarin. Educated people would
not use local characters, 0 and writing in the local language is something which is
less sophisticated, ... However, in recent years, because of changes in the social
environment and increased confidence in self-identity, some people have started
to think that they want to use their native language to write. Because various
writers are now using their own systems and methods, written Taiwanese now
shows a greater number of varieties... [translation by Ota]

Hu also mentions that due to a lack of standardization, there is no coherence in

representing some morphemes using sinographs. A particular morpheme may be

represented in different sinographs. A certain sinograph may represent several different

morphemes. This lack of standardization makes it difficult for readers to read written

Taiwanese. Oh (2000 [originally published between 1960 and 1964]:59-61) also

stresses the difficulty of reading Taiwanese written in synographs because people need

to employ many different strategies for pronouncing them, and their usage is not

standardized.

3.1.1 Taiwanese morphemes lacking sinographic reflexes

There are many Taiwanese morphemes that lack sinographic reflexes. Many of

these morphemes do not have cognates in Mandarin. Some of them may be non-Sinitic

in origin, and some of them are pseudo-onomatopoetic words, such as chhin-piang

piang 'very blue', o·-ma-ma 'very black' and so forth, which do not have

conventionalized sinographic representations. Such morphemes are often called

20 They are sinographs which are employed to write the local language whose usage may be nonstandard.
They may contain characters which are not normally used to write the standard language. Some
characters were uniquely created for writing the local language [KJO).
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'morphemes without characters' u-im-b8-ji 1f if"~* (lit., having sound no character)

in Taiwanese (Tiun 1995: 1). The assumption here is that every single morpheme in

Taiwanese should have a corresponding sinographic representation. The notion arises

from reader experience with the MWC and literary Chinese, which are written entirely

with sinographs. Thus, people, in general, still regard sinographs as the only

appropriate way to represent Mandarin and other Sinitic languages. According to

Cheng (1989a:332) approximately five percent of Taiwanese morphemes lack

sinographic reflexes. Most of them are function words, and thus they occur quite

frequently. Such function words constitute about fifteen percent of running texts

(Cheng 1989a:336).

3.1.2 Lack of standardization

Since people still favor writing Taiwanese with sinographs, how to represent

morphemes which lack corresponding sinographic reflexes creates a problem. Because

there is a lack of standardization in representing such morphemes, many idiosyncratic

uses of sinographs are commonly found in written Taiwanese. A certain writer may

represent a single morpheme using several different sinographs, sometimes even in the

same text (Tiun 1995:2). According to Cheng (1989b:350-355), function words show

the most variation in their written form.

3.1.3 Creation of new sinographs

Sometimes new sinographs are created to represent Taiwanese morphemes

which do not have known corresponding sinographic reflexes. There are two strategies

for creating new sinographs; phonetic compounding, and meaning aggregation. These

new sinographs are called local characters. In general, many sinographs can be divided

into two components: semantic and phonetic. The semantic component specifies the
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general semantic field to which the sinograph in question belongs, and the phonetic

component, which may represent more than one pronunciation, acts as a general

pronunciation guide.

3.1.3.1 Phonetic compounding

In phonetic compounding, a semantic key, which is drawn from a closed set of

semantic keys called radicals, is combined with a phonetic key, which is a sinograph

having the sound that needs to be produced, to create a new sinograph. For example,

there is no known sinographic representation which can be historically linked to the

morpheme ehiu as in bilk-ehiu 'eye'. Therefore, ehiu is sometimes written as n~, where

the radical l§I, which is derived from the sinograph meaning 'eye', tells us that the

sinograph in question should be categoraized as something which is related to 'eye', or

'seeing', and the sinograph ]¥J pronounced 'ehiu' serves as the pronunciation key. Thus

the whole word bilk-ehiu can be written as l§I a~. However, this is not the only way in

which this word is represented in sinographs. The word is often written as l§I J*- (lit.,

'eye-pearl' , where the pronunciation of the second character is ehu which is quite close

to ehiu) , utilizing the existing sinographs. Some writers even use Mandarin, ignoring

the pronunciation of both sinographs, e.g., Oft~, which means 'eye' in Mandarin. Thus,

some people write Oft~ intending the pronunciation bilk-ehiu. However, the phonetic

value of these sinographs in Taiwanese should be gan-eheng. Therefore, if you read Oft

~ as bilk-ehiu, then the phonetic value of both sinographs is completely ignored.

3.1.3.2 Meaning aggregation

In the meaning aggregation strategy, some basic sinographs are combined into

one character to represent a certain meaning. Here are some examples. The sinographs

3r 'body' and -k 'long' are combined to create a new sinograph~ , which means 'tall'
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10. The sinographs :i!a.:il!, which represent the word 'play' chhit-tho (or thit-tho

depending on the dialect), are created by combining two sinographs E1 'sun' andjJ

'moon' with the radical L, which signifies 'running'. Thus, running day and night

represents 'playing'. These characters are listed below:

Al 10
:i!L:il! chhit-tho (or thit-tho)

'tall'
'to play'

The local sinographs representing chhit-tho (or thit-tho) 'to play' are well-known and

often used in song lyrics and informal writings such as popular magazines. However,

the word 'play' is written in other ways as well. The most common way makes use of

the existing sinographs-l:;~t to represent the word chhit-tho, and it literally means

'seven peaches'. The pronunciation of the first syllable of the word 'to play' in

Taiwanese is identical to that of' seven' , and the second syllable is identical to the

pronunciation of the character for 'peach'. The advantage of using existing sinographs

to represent the word 'to play' is that the pronunciation can easily be guessed since they

are extremely common sinographs. However, the word 'to play' is pronounced as thit

tho in some Taiwanese dialects. In these dialects, the pronunciation of the sinograph

'seven' chhit does not match with the first syllable of the word 'to play' thit. On the

other hand, if novel sinographs were created just to represent this word, the problem

would obviated.

3.1.4 Phonetic substitution

There are three major ways to represent Taiwanese morphemes using existing

sinographs when the sinographic representation of morphemes is not known.

Sinographs in general include both phonetic and semantic information However, in

some cases sinographs can be used for their phonetic values alone, ignoring the

semantic values. This practice is also found in Japanese and is called ateji, lit.,
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assigning characters (Halpern 1990:53a-55a). According to Cheng (1989a), this is the

most common way to represent Taiwanese morphemes whose sinographic

representation is not known. -G chhit-th6 'lit., seven peaches' to represent chhit-th6 'to

play' is such an example. Examples of this type are common in song lyrics.

3.1.5 Special reading

Another common method of using sinographs to represent Taiwanese

morphemes is to use sinographs based on their semantic values alone, ignoring the

phonetic values. This is also commonly found in song lyrics, but this method may

cause problems because readers cannot be sure if the phonetic value of a sinograph

should be ignored. Also there may be more than one corresponding Taiwanese word

for a specific combination of sinographs. Sometimes sinographs which have similar

semantic values but slightly different phonetic values are also used.

3.1.6 Complicated sinographs

Some scholars have identified historically valid sinographic reflexes to represent

some Taiwanese morphemes whose sinographic representation are generally not known.

These sinographs tend to be complicated and rarely used. Some of these morphemes

may have semi-standardized sinographic representation in Taiwanese. The following

are some examples (Tiun 1995:5):

lang
kha
bang

'people'
'foot'
'mosquito'

However, lang 'people' is conventionally written as A since this sinograph means

'people'. Likewise, kha 'foot' and bang 'mosquito' are commonly written as JWp and~

21 Some identified 11 as the etymological sinograph [~].
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respectively since they are so used in Mandarin. Sinographs with historically valid

reflexes are generally not used in common Taiwanese writings.

3.1.7 Colloquial vs. literary readings

In Taiwanese, sinographs may have both 'literary readings' and 'colloquial

readings', and the choice of which reading to use is lexically or pragmatically

conditioned. Literary readings are borrowed from northern Sinitic languages (Oh 1987).

Some lexical items which were formerly pronounced with literary readings are now

pronounced with colloquial readings by younger people in Taiwan. It seems that

Southern Min speakers in Fujian Province use fewer literary readings compared with

Taiwanese speakers. The word :&.1F1 'vacation', for example, is hong-ka for older

speakers (hong is the literary pronunciation of the first sinograph), whereas it is pimg-ka

for younger speakers (pang is the colloquial reading). The word is pang-ke in Amoy

Hokkien (p.c. Ying-che Li at University of Hawai'i, a native speaker of Taiwanese.).

All of these are written :&.1fl in sinographs, and the sinographs themselves cannot

represent the differences in pronunciation described above. Another well-known

example is the pronunciation of the word 'university'. In Taiwan, 'university' which is

represented in sinographs as :k...~ is pronounced as fai-hak, utilizing the literary

pronunciation; whereas it is pronounced as foa-6h in Amoy Hokkien, utilizing the

colloquial reading.

Because sinographs do not indicate the exact pronunciation, variations among

the pronunciations of some sinographs found in song lyrics can be found among

different speakers. The character rm 'rain', for example, has the following two

readings:

U
her

literary reading
colloquial reading
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According to Ikutoku Oh (1993), a native speaker of Taiwanese, the beginning part of

the lyrics of a well-known Taiwanese folk song U-iii-h6e 'A Rainy Night Flower'

should be pronounced as follows:

mR1t. ' ~R1t.
V-ia-hoe, u-ia-hoe
rain-night-flower, rain-night-flower

'A rainy night flower, a rainy night flower'

~)}\.~ 17k it Jt
Sill hong-hoe chhe loh toe
get wind and rain blow fall ground

'By the wind and rain, blown to the ground'

However, many singers now sing the second line in (1) as siii hong-u rather than siii

hong-hei. Oh (1993:79) makes the following comment on how one sinograph can be

read differently in Taiwanese depending on the reader:

'~'f u tgj't;L'O)(;J:X§..g-o I) :;(L,,7)IUH,~--C ho' (8~i..g-) t t~j't;L'o

5.l Cf -C'~ <~~ I), :::: -) \ \ '") t: X ~ii3 f e)( &) 6 :::: t ~ { -C' ~ {d.' \ \ 0 ~~ I;J: t <
(::: §f;-..g-::tz~G~{'JI..'~ -C';h 6 0 -C'fd.' \ \ t %~-r G::f.OJ~~ -C;h 6 0

Uis the literary reading. It may be read as ho depending on the rhythm.
As long as we write lyrics using sinographs, we will be faced with
problems in choosing the intended pronunciation. If we do not solve this
problem, we cannot even sing together. [translation by Ota]

Oh points out that it is sometimes hard for even native speakers to determine how some

characters should be pronounced without having some sort of pronunciation key. Pug

Uim-kiong, a pioneer teacher of the Taiwanese language, pointed out a similar problem

in the pronunciation of the lyrics of this song. In the third verse, ~#dt should be

pronounced as hoe b6 cheng, but it was incorrectly pronounced as u b6 cheng in the

recording of the song included in the Taiwanese textbook, Seekatsu Taiwango 'Living

Taiwanese' (Ng et aL 200:213). Pug claims that this kind of problem can be solved by

having a pronunciation guide, for example, by using Church Romanization, for the

sinographs used in song lyrics (p.c. Pug Lfun-kiong 2004).
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3.1.8 Function words

Many function words lack commonly accepted sinographic reflexes. Therefore,

a variety of different sinographs are often employed to represent a single function word.

In these cases, the use of sinographs may cause confusion. For example, the morpheme

beh 'will' is often written differently. The most common ones are, -t-, ~k., and r. The

following are some variations in sinographic representations found for the passive

k h ~· ~fl IS. A 22 ~ ~,l. lit /.£mar er o. ,,~, '1"-, ?, '''0, 1Pf-., 't-'r, ~3t..

Some sinographs representing function words can be read in different ways. For

example, the sinograph M; is often used to represent both ho, the passive marker, and kii,

the benefactive marker, or the disposal marker, which marks the preposed object.

Because in some cases either disposal or passive reading makes sense, the intended

meaning sometimes becomes unclear.

3.2 Merits and drawbacks of romanization

Many different systems have been created, but Church Romanization and

tongyong pinyin have the most users. Since all Taiwanese people who attended school

have a working knowledge of sinographs and have been using sinographs whenever

they write, it is very difficult to persuade them to use systems which do not use

sinographs. There is also the common assumption that Taiwanese is 'a dialect of

Chinese', so some believe that Taiwanese should be written in sinographs like Chinese.

In addition to this, many people still equate knowing many sinographs with greater

intellectual sophistication. Therefore, although it is not impossible, it is very difficult to

implement a system which does not involve sinographs.

22 The first three examples are taken from Taiwanese-Japanese dictionary published in 1931 and 1932
(Ogawa, ed.).
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Some advocates of systems utilizing romanization stress the fact that

romanization is simpler and easier to learn. However, they often overlook the fact that

readers need to be taught in order to read materials written in any kind of system no

matter how easy it may seem. People in Taiwan were never taught to write Mandarin in

romanization; therefore, they are not familiar with writing systems using romanization.

English is taught in schools in Taiwan, but the principles of Taiwanese romanization are

quite different from those of English. For example, Taiwanese native speakers who

never learned Church Romanization cannot read materials written in this system, not to

mention that it is impossible for them to write Taiwanese in this system. Church

Romanization is commonly used in the church community in Taiwan, especially by

missionaries, but Church Romanization is no longer taught to native speakers of

Taiwanese now since they are literate in sinographs. Therefore, even though there are a

number of materials written in Church Romanization, many who know about them only

have passive knowledge (i.e., they cannot write in Church Romanization), or just know

of its existence. In 1996, a new edition of the Bible in Taiwanese was published. This

edition was based on an earlier 1973 edition of the Bible written in Church

Romanization. In this edition, Church Romanization was replaced by sinographs. The

reason is that even in the church community, many people do not read Church

Romanization. However, it is reported that many people found it difficult to read this

new edition of the Bible in sinographs since they do not know how to pronounce many

sinographs used in this new edition (Ong 2002: 1-2).

Currently, varieties ofromanization systems are being introduced. New books,

dictionaries, and reference materials, and teaching materials are being published using

different romanization systems. It takes a while to switch from one romanization

system to another. For people who are not familiar with romanization, the fact that
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there are variations often gives another excuse for not studying any type of

romanization system.

3.3 A mixture of sinographs and romanization

Generally ordinary people opt for writing Taiwanese using sinographs.

However, as it was mentioned earlier, there are many Taiwanese morphemes which do

not have well-established sinographic reflexes. In order to remedy this problem, Oh

(1957) first suggested an orthography which utilizes both sinographs and romanization.

This system is most similar to the one written only in sinographs since romanization is

used only for those unique Taiwanese morphemes where sinographic reflexes are not

known. Robert L. Cheng then implemented this system, the him-to system, in his

writings, and it became one of the major types.

A mixed system of sinographs and romanization is relatively new, but this is

preferred by some people who are active in writing in Taiwanese. Many Taiwanese

works are published in this system in magazines, such as Whale a/Taiwanese Literature.

Many promoters of written Taiwanese, such as Khin-hoan Arnold Li, and Wi-Vun

Taiffalo Chiung, contribute to this journal. The mixed system tries to minimize the

difficulty of writing Taiwanese using only sinographs. As previously stated, this

problem arises because there are many words which do not have a standardized

sinographic representation. However, the mixed system is not yet well known to the

general public. A major drawback to this system is that ordinary people generally

cannot read the romanized portions. Therefore, writing morphemes without regular

sinographic reflexes in romanization does not help readers. Education in Church

Romanization, or other romanizations used in their version of hem-la, is essential in

order to make this system a standard orthography. Song lyrics found on the inserts of

cassette tapes and compact disks are not written this way unless they are produced by



advocates of this system, many of whom are involved in the so-called Ttii-bun

movement, 'the movement which promotes writing in the Taiwanese language'.
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CHAPTER 4

HOW ARE TAIWANESE LYRICS WRITTEN?23

4.0 Introduction

Average people do not write in Taiwanese. They also do not see written

Taiwanese on a daily basis except for a few common conversational phrases and

expressions, such as ~t chan 'super', ,,%l'*- sian-mih 'what', and "7~ phat-se 'excuse

me'. Another major exception is the writing of the lyrics of Taiwanese pop songs and

examples can easily be found. People see song lyrics written in Taiwanese in the inserts

of cassette tapes and compact disks and on the television screen at karaoke bars called

KTV. Even those who do not know of the existence of written Taiwanese materials are

familiar with this type of written Taiwanese. Almost all song lyrics use sinographs,

with occasional use of the NPA, the Japanese kana syllabary, and roman letters.24

I decided to study the writing practices used in song lyrics since they are

actually seen by ordinary people and represent common strategies for people who are

not familiar with romanization or han-18 in writing Taiwanese.

4.1 Method

I analyzed twenty lyrics of popillar Taiwanese songs found in the inserts of

cassette tapes and compact disks. Sinographs and their corresponding pronunciations

were recorded in an Excel spreadsheet. The number of times each word appeared was

tabulated. Inconsistencies of sinographs in representing the same word were noted.

The summary of entries is provided in the Appendix. The songs lyrics used in the study

23 A preliminary version of this chapter was presented at the Fifth College-wide Conference for Students
in languages, Linguistics, and Literature at the University of Hawai'i in May 2001. See Ota 2003.
24 The exclusive use of romanization is commonly found in representing the lyrics of church hymns.
These lyrics are often accompanied by a text written in sinographs.
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are listed below. Each entry is listed in the following order; Song code,25 Title, Lyricist,

Artist, Album title, Year, and Publisher:

1. ~i! 69 -t 1~' ,**~, r-r -t iT' r-r -t iT i: tf t- tit- 1 2004, Dragon Records it'* 17~ Jt .

2. m4Wj~, %J~rfJ' %J~m' 17f~17f·tEt 1997, Feidie ~.~jtJ1~17};f[FEt~~.

3. ·tt>N 69 ~Jf' ~ ~~, ~.r.:i' ~.r.:i ~iE*k!! 7 2004, Alpha Music ;jJf15-TiT~.

4. I love you fiit.jf, F"Tit' Ji fl *-.' Ji fl *-.~ -,*~Hf~tit- 2000.4.28' Rock Music
Publishing *:6 17~ Jt .

5..-ta}]~.~, F"T1t, Ji fl *-.' Ji fl *-.~ - ,*~H'f t-tit- 2000.4.28.' Rock Music
Publishing i!.;G 17~ Jt .

6. 1m ~,.,., -=-~, FJ;t~, ~~·r-L~,:fa;ft 1992, Golden Round Inc., Ltd. :$:00 17~ Jt JJt17};f[
FEt/~~ .

7. ~1l1'MdT4*-AV *~-Tj)j-~, ~*~, ;f~ JdJ1~~~H~ 2002, Dashin Music Co., Ltd. :k..1t
17~Jt .

8. tt: ..~~-klJF'$'d* ~, *.J1,~-f' F* 'j", F*~69 i: ~w. 1995.3., Golden Round Inc., Ltd. :$:00
17~ Jt J1t17J-;f[ FEt~ ~ .

9.i!t~~-!f' **lI~/F*'t~' fH~*' ~A.69~' ~£17~Jt.

10. ~~t~'" F"T ~1T' F"T ~1T' ~ jt~t .. 1999, E.O. Records Inc. 'ft-iT~J1t17};f[FEt
/~~.

11. ~~#:t1t&. ' F*11 j'- ' -t.~ ~ -*' :k..:tt17~ , ;f~ w 1J1~~ ~1~ 2002 , Dashin Music
Co., Ltd. :k..it17~ Jt .

12. ~-HJ;'\J' ~~i*;~/F*Mi~-f' jtpJtm, ;f~w1J1~~~1~2002'Dashin Music Co., Ltd.
:k..1t17~ Jt .

13.1/t~6Ht~ , xl".' %J~m ' 17f~17f·tEt 1997, Feidie ~~~:t.

13. 1/t~ 69 it~~ , xl". ' ~ i .J.l!; # ' .\J it:$ 2001 , Dachi music :k..:#t.

14. ''If 69 ·tt~*, 1/t:tJl.,J,!/W~1lf' ~.r.:i' ,$d*- 2002.12.12. , Plum Music .slAtiT~.

15. ititit ' F* a}] 'f" ' 1/tJie. ' i: i~~~.:t.;Jf 'f-*' 2000 , Magic Stone Music Jt* 17~ Jt .

16. ~~) -G iti!~ , %J~m' Karaoke VCD, KTV i: ~f:$:U!1 ' 1~,;#t.

16. i~~a()t.a)(x.fl)A.' ~J~m ' tF~l#} ,;f~j!!j~~~2tit-~A.'fi2003.8.,

GMM8866 Co. Lid. k ~A.iT~ ili"F;f[ FEt~ ~ .

25 The song code corresponds to the number in the Song column of the Appendix.
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17. ;{ifa;{if1/F ' ~~/'t1tJJt ' .J..~1ff, , ;{ifa;{if1/F 1999.9 , Lei Chun Chiang Music ~'f

.;j~17~Jt .

18. f,;J m:At ' :¥i'·,t ' l:f.,t ' f,;J m:At 1990.12 , Rock Records ~;G 17~ Jt .

19. *~Ht!!iiHf;-,tf;- , ~~/'t 1tJJt ' .J..~1ff,&. --r~ , ;(if a;{if 1/F 1999.9 , Lei Chun Chiang
Music ~'f~17~ Jt .

I have examined the two different versions of songs 13 and 16. They are found in

different albums sung by different artists.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Semantic-based reading and phonetic substitution

The two common strategies in choosing a certain sinograph for a certain word

are using it (a) for its semantic-based reading and (b) as a phonetic substitution. For

example, in the following two lyrics (1) and (2), the negative morpheme Iii and the

interrogative word sian-mih 'what' are represented differently in the identical string of

words, sicf-mih long Iii-kian 'I'm not afraid of anything'.

(1) 1f 1t 1f ~ 1tJf ~ 17A l-
ii Ii ii goa, sian-mih long ill kian

have you have me, anything all not afraid

'Having you, having me, [we are] not afraid of anything.' (1f1t1f~ /
1~1#' Wang 1999)

(2) Oh! 1t-lt pe. ! Oh! ~4h ~ ~ I-
Oh! chai-h6e pah! Oh! Sian-mih long ill kiaU

Oh good-bye particle oh anything all not afraid

'Oh! Good-bye! Oh! [I am] not afraid of anything. (ft;)m-k / *'~
Lin 1990)

Example (l) uses a semantic strategy. Sidn-mih 'what' in (1) is written 1tJf, borrowing

the same form for 'what' in Mandarin. Example (2) uses sinographic reflexes ofthe

word sian-mih 'what' written as ~4h which reflects its sound and its meaning. For the

representation of the morpheme Iii 'not', (1) uses a local character 17~ which consists of
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the radical 0, often used to indicate that the character is used for its sound value

without semantic content. However the sinograph includes the meaning part $.it, 'not' ,

pronounced bo. In this case the intended pronunciation is not bo, but Iii. The character

is created based on the semantic content of the part normally used as the phonetic key.

Example (2) simply utilizes the sinograph ;r-: which means 'not' in Mandarin. The

appropriate pronunciation of the sinograph ;r-: in Taiwanese is 'put'. According to

Cheng (l989a), most speakers tend to use the phonetic substitution strategy more often,

but the semantic strategy is also quite common.

The morpheme bo, a negative auxiliary, has four different representations in

the data analyzed, ~, ~i, ~,and ;r-:.

(3) ~ :17 .",.30- h~ h~
"l-'\, Ix.. ~ {'j /' -rr /' 71-

Goa be thak-chheh phliin-se phain-se
I not study sorry sorry

'I don't study, sorry, sorry.' (~ii~" / IliiJ~1T Aadia 1999)

(4)

In the above example, the sinograph ii, which is used in Mandarin for negation, is used

to represent the Taiwanese negative morpheme bo. The dictionary pronunciation of the

Taiwanese reading of the sinograph ii is but, not bo.26

* m* * 1iA
be oan-thin be iu-jin
not complain not blame

'Don't complain, don't blame.' (i!t~~-"* /fHt* Andy Lau)

Here the sinograph *, which is frequently used in literary Chinese, represents the

Taiwanese negative morpheme bo. This usage was found in only one song. The use of

the sinograph ;r-: to represent Taiwanese bo was found in one song as well (;fm ?t Jf- by

F*-i" 1992). The sinograph ~, however, is most frequently used to represent the

morpheme bo in the data analyzed here.

26 The pronunciation is cited from a dictionary ofthe Amoy vernacular spoken throughout the
prefectures ofChin-chiu. Chiang-chiu and Formosa (Taiwan) by Rev. W. Champbell1913.
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There is another negative morpheme, IfJ., in Taiwanese. In the data, this

morpheme IfJ. is written as~, or l'~ as shown in Examples (1) and (2). The sinograph

~ is used to represent both the morpheme b8 and the morpheme IfJ.. Therefore, this use

of the sinograph ~ may cause confusion in some cases.

In (3), the character" 'book' is used to represent the Taiwanese word chheh

'book'. The standard pronunciation of the sinograph .. is chu in Taiwanese, and the

correct sinographic reflex for chheh is 7lJf. The sinograph 7lJf should be used here to

represent the word chheh rather than .. because both chu 'book' and chheh 'book' are

used in Taiwanese. By consistently writing chu as .. and chheh as 7lJf, these potential

ambiguities could be avoided. For example, goa b8 thilk chheh 'I don't study' in (3)

could have been transparently written as .f\~it7lJf rather than .f\ ~1.it ... Since most

speakers are more familiar with written Mandarin, titles tend to be written in the form

which is closer to Mandarin as well.

Some Taiwanese speakers whom I interviewed reported that they felt that

inconsistencies such as those above arise through the influence of written Mandarin.

Since written Taiwanese is not yet well-established, the lack of standardization causes

people to depend on their knowledge of written Mandarin in inconsistent ways. A

similar situation can be found in writing Hawai'i Creole English commonly known as

Pidgin English (as seen in Pidgin to da Max, Simonson 1981)?7

4.2.2 Pronunciation of sinographs

Some sinographic representations in lyrics may cause confusion to readers who

have not yet heard the songs. The sinograph k in the following example (5) is used to

represent the word kitt 'walk', but the Taiwanese pronunciation for this character is

27 I would like to thank Prof. Michael Forman for pointing this out to me.
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chciu. The appropriate sinographic representation of the word kian is 1T. In Mandarin,

'walk forward' is written as f.>J~k xiimg qian zoo, not f.>J~1t xiimg qian xing. In this

case the more familiar orthographically conventional Taiwanese representation f.>J~1T

hiong cheng kian was avoided in favor of the more familiar sinographic representation

Oh! 1j-~ l1eo ! Oh! f.>J ~ k
Oh! chili-hoe pah! Oh! hiong cheng kian

Oh! Good-bye particle Oh! toward front walk

'Oh! Good-bye! Oh! Walk forward!' (f.>J~k / l*-~~ Lin 1990)

Misreading of the lyrics caused by the ambiguous use of sinographs is also

common. The following is a line from a song called 'Mai koh gong':

(6) 5~ ~~
chili khong-khong
liquor ephemeral

'liquor, it is ephemeral' ( rn *ll1~ / fr~?JR Tt:J Tsai 1997)

The fIrst line starts as '5~ ~ ~' eMu khong-khong. When I asked fIve native speakers

how to read this, four of them read it chiu khang-khang 'the wine is empty'. They had

never heard the song before. The only person who read the lyrics correctly knew the

song. The most obvious semantic content of the sinograph ~ is 'empty' pronounced

khang, but here the character is intended to represent the morpheme 'ephemeral', which

is pronounced khong. This kind of misreading is quite common in reading Taiwanese

song lyrics. Sometimes one has to listen to the song fIrst before knowing the intended

reading of the sinograph in question.

4.2.3 Use of written Mandarin to substitute for written Taiwanese

Sometimes one can fInd variations in sinographic representation for the identical

song lyrics found in different inserts. The following discrepancies were found in the

song Hong-hun eko·-hiong 'My hometown at sunset'.



Taiwanese word
beh
chhu
eh
gUn
h<f
1

m-thang
o
teh
teh
tng-khi

Gloss
auxiliary
house
interjection
I
gIve
it
cannot
interjection
aspect marker
aspect marker
to return

Tsai's version Showlen's version
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Tsai's version uses sinographs which reflect the Taiwanese pronunciation more closely.

Showelen Maya's version simply uses sinographs which are used to represent the

Mandarin counterparts of the Taiwanese words in question. Therefore, readers need to

sight-translate Mandarin words into Taiwanese. It shows that many people do rely on

their reading and writing ability of Mandarin in order to express Taiwanese in writing.

4.2.4 Code-switching

Another complication that makes reading Taiwanese song lyrics difficult is the

frequent occurrence of code-switching, especially between Mandarin and Taiwanese, in

some songs. Sometimes the language used for specific lines is indicated by (~)

'Mandarin' or (f;) 'Taiwanese', but such indications are often not provided. Thus a

reader cannot always tell which portion needs to be sung in Mandarin. The following

are some examples of code-switching found in the data:

(7) T-!f- It A. ~e 12 :il:. ~ k ~ij{; ~El

Khah cha thian lang chhiun Taibei btl shi wade jia
earlier hear people smg Taipei not IS my house

'Before, I heard that someone sang that ''Taipei is not my home".' (~m
k / #.j~ Lin 1990)



(8) 11~

kio
shout

-~ My Baby
chit-sian my baby
VOIce my baby

1<t *Ii na
you if

~I;l. "'"1fA.-*"
hoan-hi
happy
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(*- if;r:) i9.. ;f=f r", M
hii-jiu-bu meiyou went!
no problem no problem

'Say My Baby, and if you like, then (it's okay), [there is] no problem.'
(~·tt~~HfH~ / .I.~1ff, and J.:r-l: Wang & Chia 1999)

The parts ~ :l~;r:k~fJ!J~ 'Taibei bu shi wodejia' in (7) and i9..;f=f r,,'M 'meiyou

wenti' in (7) are supposed to be sung in Mandarin, but there is no written cue which

indicates that these portions should be sung in Mandarin. In (8) the word in the

parentheses, *- if ;r:, should be read using the Mandarin pronunciation laijiitbit, to

approximate the Japanese word, daijoobu 'no problem'. Therefore, the readers in this

case are required to use the Mandarin pronunciation of the sinographs in order to get the

intended pronunciation.

The reverse situation can be found in the lyrics of some Mandarin songs. The

following is an excerpt from the Mandarin song Diinyiinpi n'iisheng 'A girl with single

edged eyelids '. Even though it is a Mandarin song, the string of sinographs ':="1it€.~$)1

in (9) below must be read using the Taiwanese pronunciation of each sinograph, san ocl'

ti kha, with the apparent meaning 'three bowls of pig's feet'. This, however,

approximates the Thai expression sawatdii khCi 'how are you?'.

(9) _ 1i~ ~$)1

san oan ti-kha
three bowl pig feet

'How are you?' (in Thai) (1flntlJt-k!t. / tf ~ -kl-kl China Dolls 2000)

This increasing use of foreign expressions adds to the complexity of reading Taiwanese

song lyrics. In the data, two songs used English expressions, four songs used Mandarin

expressions, one song used Hakka expressions, and one song used a Japanese

expression.
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4.3. Summary

Almost all popular Taiwanese language song lyrics are written with sinographs.

Although romanization could represent the pronunciation more accurately,

romanization is not printed at all in song lyrics. NPA is sometimes used and appears to

be preferred over Church romanization. People are educated usingNPA in elementary

school, but until recently, romanization for neither Mandarin nor Taiwanese was taught

in schools.28 Both semantic-based and phonetic-based strategies are common in

choosing sinographs to represent Taiwanese words as previously discussed. Evidence

of the strong influence of written Mandarin in writing Taiwanese lyrics is reflected in:

(1) Even when the sinographic reflexes for the Taiwanese words in question are known,

the use of a semantic-based strategy is common. (2) Taiwanese words are often written

using Mandarin equivalents. As Oh (1993) mentioned, written popular Taiwanese song

lyrics often confuse readers. In order to resolve this problem, the standardization of

written Taiwanese or the use of romanization appears to be necessary.

28 Recently, Taiwanese classes are being introduced in some elementary schools. There are no
standardized textbooks for Taiwanese language classes. However, many texts utilize some type of
romanization.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

5.0 Conclusions

The Okinawa Dialect Popularization Council put forth four principles in

deciding on an orthography for Okinawan (Serafim 2003:7-8). They are phonetically

sound writing, consistency, simplicity, and high acceptability. Because of the last

criterion, romanization was not chosen for Okinawan. Church Romanization satisfies

the first three criteria. As for the last criterion, if one is to advocate Church

Romanization as a tool to teach students the basics of the sound system of Taiwanese

rather than replacing sinographs, Church Romanization can still be adopted in

Taiwanese education.

Even though roman-letter-based orthography is simpler and easier to learn

compared to sinographs, such a system still needs to be explicitly taught. As mentioned

in Chiung's work, wiping out all sinographs in written Taiwanese is not realistic.

However, I do think that the introduction of romanization as a learning tool at the

elementary education level is achievable. Chiung (2001a:S18) states that 'Over time,

the Roman script might come into competition with Han characters [sinographs], or

even replace Han characters if Romanization were taught together with Han characters

at the time students enter elementary school.' I will go a step further by saying that the

success of introducing written Taiwanese depends on having a standardized

Romanization system which is taught at the elementary level.
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5.1 Towards successful promotion of Written Taiwanese

5.1.1 Attitudes of the general public toward Taiwanese education

Despite the fact that Taiwanese has gained popularity in recent years, the general

public, including proficient Taiwanese speakers, is often reluctant to support teaching

Taiwanese beginning in elementary school. Chen (1999: 126) makes the following

comments in his book:

A more important factor underlying the under-achievement of dialect writing in
Taiwan, in my view, is that the wider community is not yet prepared to accept
efforts to standardize and promote a separate orthography for Southern Min
[Taiwanese].

I think his observations are still valid at the present time. There are frequent critical

comments in newspaper columns against the introduction of Taiwanese and the

teaching of romanization at school. For example, in April 2003, People First Party

members took materials written in romanization to the Taipei City Department of

Education demanding that the officials there read them. Since educated Taiwanese

speakers such as those officials were not able to read the materials, PFP members

demanded that they not introduce such romanization to school children (Huang 2003).

It was not unexpected that the people at the Taipei DOE were not able to read the

materials since they were not familiar with the system. Similar criticisms have been

repeatedly made (see Hsieh 2004, for example). What can be done to change people's

attitudes about romanization?

5.1.2 Importance of introducing romanization in elementary education

No matter what system of writing one decides to use for Taiwanese, some

phonetic-based letters need to be taught in elementary schools when teaching

Taiwanese. The importance of this is often overlooked. Even if a system which utilizes

only sinographs is adopted, some type of phonetic symbols needs to be introduced at the
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elementary level so that students can learn to read sinographs correctly in Taiwanese.

Mandarin writing in Taiwan essentially uses sinographs, but everyone in Taiwan learns

the NPA before learning sinographs. Even though the NPA was not given full status as

an official alphabet for writing, but as only as a pronunciation guide, people often use

the NPA to represent words which do not have corresponding sinographs. Recently the

slang word pieing 'super' is often written in the NPA. Such examples are easy to find.

Students learn the basic sound system of Mandarin by learning the NPA. In the

People's Republic of China, people use pinyin romanization. Even though it may not be

a bona fide writing system, school children in the PRC learn the basic sound system of

Mandarin by using the phonetic alphabet. The similarities are that school children in

both Taiwan and the PRC learn Mandarin by learning some type of phonetic symbols

first, not sinographs. Until the introduction of the Taiwanese language into the school

curriculum in recent years, Taiwanese speakers, regardless of their proficiency level,

never learned Taiwanese in school. Thus, most people in Taiwan, if not all, know that

there are four tones in Mandarin. Most Taiwanese speakers, however, do not know

exactly how many distinctive tones there are in Taiwanese. When you ask someone to

write a certain Mandarin word in the NPA, most people can write it. Most people,

however, cannot represent a Taiwanese word either in the NPA or in romanization.

Therefore, it is imperative that romanization, or some other type of phonetic symbols

(for example, a modified version of the NPA), be introduced in Taiwanese classes

before sinographs are taught. Introduction of romanization in elementary school is

extremely important for those who advocate the mixture of sinographs and

romanization, the him-lO system because the majority of words written in such a mixed
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system are still sinographs. If people cannot read romanization, it defeats the purpose

of implementing this writing system?9

29 I observed Reading Taiwanese classes offered at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa in 2001-2003.
Many students from Taiwan simply skipped the romanization when they read the textbook written in the
mixture of sinographs and romanization. Even though some students never improved their reading skills,
they were able to get the gist of the text using their knowledge of Mandarin. These students never
acquired a functional command of romanization.
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", ,,,{,.. , ""':::: . ",,,""
, . . ," .. :. ~ , ,,'..:i: . h". ". ~.., ..

al 'fr Ah Interi 2 ] 4jl-J!~0 -g 1e
"

Interi II SI ,t,afj w~~it
I

al 'fr Ah
al "1"1 sentence final part Particle ] 3 ' ·rtlJlJ ~0 ~ P¥- I
al-bu2 POf -l@: mother N I 13 w~~0&~i!~

al-ma3 'fr~!liJ well Adv ] 10 ~&it:t !
a2 ., demunitive Suffix S 7 ~iIJ~~ i
ah4 ., particle Particle 3 2 ill41'Mt

,

ah4 'fr sentence final part Particle I 13 w~~0~t;i!r

ah4 'fr sentence final part Particle 2 14 ~tf ~0·rtt.t I
ah4 'fr sentence final part Particle 3 IS ititJ!
ail ~ sadness N 1 2 ill4rlj~ !
ail-chhiu5 ~;f§ sorrowful N ] I 4jl-J! ~9 -g it,

ai3 1.: have to Aux I II o;t4# ::t it~l
ai3 -* have to Aux ] II o;t4#::t it~
ai3 ~ like to Aux I 18 foJ1iirk
ai3 't to love V I 4 I love YOLI ~~

ai3 1.: to love V 3 5 ,t,a.FJ~~~~

ai3 't to love V I 7 ~l!1#1-f4HJL
I
I

ai3 't to love V 3 14 ~ t:f ~0 'It i.t I

ai3 't to love V 2 19 :1~H~IJi*·r~"·r~-

ai3 't to love V 2 20 -tliA..1f' ~~t
ai3-cheng5 'tf~ love N I 5 ,t,afJ~~iI~

ai3-cheng5 't'lt love N ] 6 ~'1't?""=0/'
ai3-cheng5 't'lt love N I 15 ititit
ai3-jin5 o;tA.. lover N I 5 ,t,a.FJ~~~ I
amI i~, to pour V I 15 ititit
am3 at dark Adj I 16a i~J -tf;hF I
am3 at dark Adi I 16b i*-i~ (it EI )UUI IA I
am3-bong5-bong5 ai-iftf dark Adj I 2 ill;Jrl.l~ !

am3-mi5 at~ nioht N I 19 ;1~H~IJi"Hi"r~

an2-choaN2 *,t, how Adv I 5 ,t,afJW~~

ang5 ,~I. red Adi 1 16a itf,J -tf;hF
ang5 ,tt red Adi I 16b i*-i~UtEl )()i!.fl IA

ang5-ang5 ~dI. red Adi I 7 ~l!1i1*,1HidjJL
ang5-ang5 h,~I. red Adi I 20 -tliA..1f' ~~t
bak4-sai2 I§l~ tears N I 13 w~~0~t;i!l\

bak8-chiul I§l Ji. eyes N I 7 ~lIlilMH~MI.

bak8-chiul 3~!It eyes N 2 10 ~&.i.:t

bak8-khoul 1§l3[ an eye socket N I 16a itf,J -t~i!F

bak8-khoul I§l H[ an eve socket N I 16b i*-illl)lEl )(Jl,E] IA

bak8-khoul I§l H[ eyes N 1 20 -t!iA..lf ~~t
ban7 ;!!; ten-thousand Pronoun 5 15 ititit
ban7-li2 ;!!;X 10000 miles Num+mw I 17 :t1j::t~ I
bang5 ~ vague Adi 6 6 ~iIJ~.f I
bangS-bangS ~t-t vague Adi 1 8 j.y. '*" 1mJl'iiLi* X Ii

bano5-bancr5 tt:~ vacrue Adi ] ] I I o;t#f. t -t- ,ll I
bangS-bang5 tf:~ vague Adj I 16a itf,) -t~i!F I
ban<6-ban cr5 ~~ -,.,1- vacrue Adi I 16b i*- ;~ ( l't EI I (it,E] I A~t= ~t:

bang7 ~ dream N I 4 I loveyoll ~~
bang7 -oG dream N/V I 2 13 W~~I] ~t;~;r
bang7 ~ net N I 6 ~iIJ~.f

bang7 ~ to hope V I 2 ill.jJ'lj i1t
ban cr7 #' to hope V I 14 ~ 0/ ~I]+~t.t

!
~ I
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bang7-keng2 .fit dream N 1 14 .f 0/ al]'lt~
bang7-tiongl ~o/ in the dream N 4 14 :f. 0/ al] 'It~
be2 Jl to buy V 1 9 i!t-~~-*
be7 1- not Negative 1 2 m.:jJl'J~

beM "* need Aux 2 2 m.:jJl'J~

beM "* want Aux 1 20 "tltA If' £Ht.
beM "* want to Aux 2 5 ;t~fJ:W*-~

beh4 ~ will Aux 2 18 foJ-m-:k.
beng2 4;t strong Adi 1 9 i!t-~~-¥-

beng5-li7 .-t ;fIJ famoUfous Adi 1 9 i!t-~~-¥-

bi2-le7 ~Ht beautv N 1 14 ¥'fal]'lt~
bin5-baD!!7 D~:f. dream N 1 4 I love vou /fit,~
binS-bang7 D~~ dream N 1 16a itV -\::;~Urs

binS-bang7 D~.f dream N 1 16b ~$Ei(.lUl )(JU])A

bin5-bang7 Q~¥ dream N 1 18 foJ-m-:k.
ba5 $#, don't have V 2 19 .·ltl!iHf;-·t~

b05 $#, negative Negative 1 7 ~lJJ*1t*~t

b05 /fit, negative Negative 2 15 ititit
b05 .-h not Negative 4 5 ~.ajJ:W*-~/51-

b05 51 not Negative 12 10 ~iHt:t
b05 /fit, not Negative 1 3 'It)iIJ ijl] if§:%
b05 • not Negative 5 5 ;t· ajJ :W*-~
ba5 ~ not Negative 1 8 ~t> v#) ~llji~*- ;)i,
b05 /fit, not Negative 1 11 ~#::ti-Jl,
b05 /fit, not Negative 1 18 foJ-m-:k.
b05 ~ not Negative 2 9 i!t-~~-¥-
b05-bang7 /fit,~ hopeless N 3 4 I love you $#,~
bo-5chhai2 /fit,{j I pity Adi 1 6 ~~~
ba5-chhu3 /fit,Ji homeless N 1 13 -1t • ijlJ itt.~
b05-kanl!:5 1-~ different Adi 1 6 ;IffJ~.f
b05-lou7-iong7 /fit,~rn useless Adj 1 2m4ro']~

b05-lun7 /fit,"M;)- no matter Adv 1 17 :1f 1t-:1f~
ba5-nan $#,:tk- cannot help it N 1 1 1a-i! ijlJ -t 1e
b05-nai7 /fit,~ hopeless Adi 1 8 ~tv#)i8~llji~*- ;)i,
b05-sou2-ui7 /fit,rtr $; doesn't matter Idiom 1 19 • '~l!i%·tf;-,t~

b05-theng5 /fit,1-t non-stop Adi 1 13 W~ijl]itt.m

boe7 #: cannot FW 1 14 ¥ tf tll],lt~

boe7 ~}I;: can't Negative 1 8 ~tv#)~·~~*- ;)i,
boe7 .;.r. not Negative 1 10 ~5Ht:t
boe7-ki3 ~,~ to forget V 1 13 -1t • ijlJ itt.~~
boe7-tang2 (&J -t-lit refuse N 2 6 ~'1:*
boe7-tang3 1-~ cannot Aux 1 4 I love vou /fit,~
boe7-tang3 ,*-it not-possible FW 1 3 ·tt )iIJ al] if§:%
boeh4 <¢. want Aux 1 13 -1t • til] itt.~
bok8-Dhiaul El ~I target N 1 17 :1f 1,7::1f~
bongl-bu7 if$: fog N 1 6 ~~*
bu5 ~ negative Negative 2 2 jlHJ'a'l~

but4 1- not Negative 2 3 'It )i~ til] if§: j!¥.
cha2-tioh8 4!-y,t earlv Adv 1 5 ,t·ajJW*-~

chail ~ know V 1 5 .t·a)JW*-~
chail !f,rJ to know V 1 18 foJ-m-R
chail-iaN2 !f,rJFj to know V 1 12 .~-J!j:.\.>

chai3 * again Adv 1 5 ;t· ajJ :W*-~
chai3 * again Adv 1 15 it.i!it
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Ichai3 * again Adv 1 16a i~U -b~l'!~

chai3 .-tf. again Adv 1 16b ~i~(JHl )(Jt.}])A.

chai3-hoe7 *It Good-bve Interiec 6 18 fon\~k.

chai5 j]:f wealth N 1 2 m~r.'J~

chai7 .-tf. at Prep 1 3 ·rfM ~iJ )ft tt-
chai7 .-tf. in, at Prep 1 14 ~'!' ~iJ·lt~

chau2-iip8 k.A- to go into V 1 16a itt) -b~il~

chau2-jip8 k.A- to gO into V 1 16b ~i~()t El )(Jt.}])A.

chengl-chhu2 4'-Jf~ to strive for V 1 12 f:P..-lfJ:'~

cheng5 iW front N 1 17 :ff 1&::ff~
cheng5 -"- front N 3 18 foJiWk.~~

cheng5 'I'ff love N 2 14 ¥-'!' ~iJ,lt~
cheng5 'I'ff love N 1 15 .it.it.it
cheng5-hai2 +~i!t ocean of love N 1 8 ~Y."!91lJi1·{fL:JJtt X
cheng5-keng2 'I'ff* scenery N 1 3 'rf>lHiJi!t)!\t
chhang l-chhang I ~~ hastlv Adv 1 15 .it.it.it
chhek4-ma2 Jit.~ rush the horse N 1 15 .it.it.it
chheNl-me5 *1lJJ blind Adi 2 10 ~i.tit ..
chhengl .'"'- clear Adi 1 10 ~).tit ..II'l

chhengl-chhiN2 7tM to wake up V 1 14 ¥-'!' ~iJ,lt~
chheng7 Jf to wear V 1 2 m~~

chhi 1-cheng5 $>'I'ff blind love Adi 1 8 ~t ·.iH7jJl"¥r~*- X
chhi l-cheng5-1ang5 ~'~A. people in love N 2 19 ~,tt il~'tf;-'tf;-

chhi 1-Hang5 ~)#. lonesome N 2 1 4il-i{ l1iJ -t1t.
chhi3-koe3 t--'\~ tried V 1 14 ~'!' ~iJ'ft~
chhia I-cham7 .ilLM station N 1 18 foJ-m-k.
chhial-thau5 -f-jJj station N 2 18 foJ-m-k.
chhianJ -t thousand Pron 5 15 .it.it.it
chhian1-kim1 -t~ fortune N 1 9 iJt-'- Jr; - ¥-
chhiaN2 ~ :please Adv 1 13 *~~9i~:jBJl
chhiaN2 -it- please Interiec 1 18 foJiltk..~

chhian2 »\'. shallow Adi 1 8 ~~"!91/Ji1'Ji~*- X
chhin1-ai3 fJl.~ dear Adj 1 9 iJt11- Jr; -¥-
chhin1-ai3 fJl.~ dear Adi 1 18 foJ-m-k.
chhin1-chhiuN7 fJl.1t to resemble V 1 10 ~).tit:t

chhin1-chhiuN7 fJl.1t to resemble V 2 13 *~l1iJ"ti~~
chhin1-chhiuN7 ;JJl.1t to resemble V 1 18 foJiltk.
chhinl-chhiuN7 ;JJl.1t. to resemble V 1 9 iJt -'- Jr; - ¥-
chhinl-chhiuN7 ;\\JI.1t to resemble V 1 11 ~#::t-t&
chhinl-chhiuN7 ;JJl.1t to resemble V 1 7 ~1ll*1T;j!HJI.

chhin1-chiaN5 ;\\JI.J.f.X. relatives N 1 18 foJiltk.
chhiN2 M awake Adj 1 8 w·.iH/JiI·¥r~*- X
chhin3-chhin3-chhai2-chhai2 ***-* whatever Adv 1 10 ~).t~t ..
chhi03 ~ to laugh V 1 10 ~ ).t~fi:t

chhi03 ~ to laugh V 1 18 foJiltk.
chhi03-iong5 ~z. smile N 1 7 ~1ll*1T*~JI.
chhit4 -b seven Numeral I 11 ~4#-::t.&

chhit4 ~~ to wipe V 1 12 ~-i!F'~
chhit4[thit4]-th05-lang5 (Jt.EI)(Jt.}])A. a gangster N 4 16b ~i~(Jt. El )(Jt.}])A.

chhit4-th05 (.lUI) (lLF] ) to play around V 1 9 iJt -'- Jr; - ¥-
chhit4-th05-lang5 -b~il~ a gangster N 4 16a iff,) -t~il~

chhiu7 ;f§ tree N 1 15 .it.it.it
chhiuN3 .., to sing V 1 1 4p-i{ l1iJ ;j; 1t.E}

chhiuN3 .., to sing V 2 6 ~i1it~E}
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chhiuN7 1~ like Adv 1 18 foJm-Jt.
chhiuN7 1t to look like V 1 3 '1t)JIJa~~#
chhiuN7 1t to resemble V I 2 ffl4rlJ~

chhoe1 ~.t to blow V 1 4 I love YOU A~
chhoe7 :R to find V 1 15 ±titit
chhoe7 :R to look for V 1 7 ~1!l#1T4HfI.

chhono"3-ch07 i'Jit to create V 1 17 ;{if1,t;{if~

chhoul-loan5 ;fJ]~ first love N 1 14 ~til~'tt~
chhui2-a2 4- () hand N 1 12 f.!:.-EJ:'~
chhun1-kiau1 *-ij'; (Name) N 2 5 ,t,ajJ~*-:I/t;

chhut4 tI:: (come out) FW 1 1 4jl--jH~ -t11!!.
chhut4-hoat4 tI::~ to start V 1 14 ~til~',*~
chhut4-thau5-thiN1 tI:: jjj;k to be successful V 1 9 iJt%f-.~-~

chi2 R only Ady 1 4 I love yOU A~
chi2-iau3 R~ only Adv 1 14 "t il~'It~
chi2-u7 R1:r only Adv 1 14 ~til~,It~

chi3-beng5 ,011}] (Name) N 2 5 ;t,I1}]~*-k~

chi4-khoan2 Jt#,t this kind N 1 18 foJm-Jt.
chial it here N 3 5 ,t,I1}]~*-k~

chia1 it here Dem 1 17 ;{if1r-;{if~

chial it here Dem 1 18 foJm-Jt.
chia1 it so that Dem 1 14 ~til~' ~.
chiah4 ;f function word FW 1 20 ~1tA. If ~ . ~t.

chiah4 If function word FW 1 20 iliA. If ~ . ~t.

chiah4 it like this Adv 3 5 '011}]~*-ij';
chiah4 ;f only Adv 1 8 tf> -!9:MJl$.4f.~
chiah4 ;f then Coni 1 11 ~4#;f~&
chiah4-kau7 it)f this much Adv 1 19 ~,1tlli,t~,tg..

chiah8 ~t to eat V 1 2 ffl4~~

chiam 1 it needle N 1 15 ±tit±t
chiam7-chiam7 i>fki$JT slowly Adv 1 18 foJm-Jt.
chianS-theng5 m->t!. future N 1 3 'tUH~~J;\!.
chianS-tou5 m-it future N 1 17 ;{if1,t;{if~

chiau3 ,~!\ to follow V 1 11 ~-i#;f~&

chin1 Jl. real Adi 3 14 *tfl~,It~*
chin1 4Et very Adv 1 15 itit±t
chin1 Ji. very Adv 1 7 ~#1HH!

chini-chhiuN7 fJl.1~ be like Adv 1 12 I!z, -EJ:'~
chin I-chiaN3 .liE.. really Adv 2 5 ,t,I1}]~*-ij';

chini-simi Jl.'~ sincerely Adv 1 19 ~,1tlli,t~·tg..

chi03 RK to light V 1 13 *"~il~M:.~
chi03-chhut4 !!!\tI:: to light V 1 12 #-. -EJ:'~
chiongi * let FW 2 4 I love you A~
chit4 it this Dem 1 15 ±tit±t
chit4-chhut4 it"ll~ this [moviel Det+CL 1 5 ,t,I1}]~~-k~

chit4-e5 it11ID this Dem 1 13 *" ~fI~M:.~~~
chit4-khaon2 JiM: this kind N 2 4 I love you A~
chit4-ui7 it1ii. here Det+CL 1 5 ,0E1}j~*:I/t;
chit8 - one Numeral 2 2 ffl;JrU~

chit8 - one Numeral 1 10 ;f!<,ii#i"t"
chit8 - one Numeral 2 14 ~tfl~'tt~
chit8-bou7 -l- one scene Num+CL 2 18 foJm-k

Ichit8-cham7 -;1,5 one station Num+CL 2 18 foJm-Jt.
chit8-hunl-chencr i -))'-g;!. one minute N 1 4 I love you A~
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chit8-kel-hoe2-a2 -*-!f.Ht one family N I 17 ~1.r~~

chitS-koa2 -#I- a little Adv I 17 ~1~~.ft
chit8-ku3 -Ii] one phrase Num+MVv I 20 -t1tA. 'f ~~t.
chit8-lui2 -~ one [flowerl Num+CL I 7 ~1Il1lt1T*-IJf/,

chit8-mi5 -~ one night N I 8 w·!9.·~A*-~

chi t8-poaN I --All:. same Det I 12 !A-!JJ:'~

chi t8-si3-lancr5 --tt!:A. this life N I 4 I love you ~Il

chit8-si5 -1M' a while Adv 2 11 :t;}#;t-t-~

chit8-siaNI -~ a call Num+CL I 7 ~1Il1lt1T*-IJf/,

chit8-siaNI -~ once Num+M I 19 ~·ij-IJit-'if;-'if;-

chit8-tiam2-a2 -l!1,!;() a little Adv I 18 ~m*
chit8-tong3 -~*- one building Num+CL 2 18 ~m*
chiu2 )i!!j alcohol N I 15 ititit.
chiu2 ~C1i wine N 1 2 ill~NJ1lt

chiu7 fiJi.. iust Adv I 10 .aiHtt"
chiu7 fiJi.. then FW I 14 ¥-t!'il9'1t~
chiu7-si7 fiJi..ft. is Copula I 17 ~1,r~~

cho3 11' to do V I 4 I love vou ~Il
cho7-sencr5 i!i& create V 1 3 'ft Jil] il9~ J:l!.
choa7 ,tEl times Measure 1 2 ill ~NJ1lt
choanl-kanQl -t.:r.. QO out of the way Adv I 6 ;fflJ~*-
choaN2-iuN5 ;t~! how to Adv 1 14 ¥- t!' il9 'It "tiS-
choan5 ~ all Adv I 17 ~1~~~

choe3 1M: to be V I 16a ~) -b~~j\

choe3 1tt to be V I 16b ~ i~ (lUI) (,ILl])A.

choe3 11' to have V I 18 ~m*
choe3-e5 1M:\. to be made V 1 15 ititit
choe3-tin7 1H¥· together Adv 1 4 I love vou ~Il
choe7 % lot Adi 1 5 ;tajJ,w~~

choe7 ~ to find V 1 8 w"!Hn~$~~

chong1 ~ Iprint N I 2 ill;JN);{t
chong2 ~ whatever the case Adv 1 11 :t;f#;t-t-&
chong2-si7 ~" alwavs Adv I 12 ~.-!JJ:'~,.~I:J'~

chong5 it take care of things V 1 2 ill;JN);{t
chul-bi7 iH9~ flavor N 1 6 ;fflJ~*-
chul-bi7 iH9~ teast N I 14 ¥-t!' il9'it~
chu3-teng7 %iJt fate N 1 9 -tt!:~1f;-~

chu7 §J from Prep 1 19 ~,ttl!it-'tHf;-

chu7 m since Coni 1 8 9f~iJJ~$;}*- ~

chu7-chai7 §J.{f. easv Adi I 101.aiHtt"
chu7-iian5 §J ;4 natural Adi 1 10 .ai.t~t"
chu7-ki2 §JE, self Pronoun 1 12 #.-!JJ:'~

chui2-chun2 7]<..i\t standards Adi 3 10 .aiiitt"
chui3 IJi!f to be drunk V I 11 ~;f#;t-t-&

chui3-khi2 .~i!t teeth N 1 7 ~1Il1lt1Hi<·~

chun2 .i\t just Adv I 5 ;tajJ,w~~

chun7 p-* classifier CL I 2 ill ~1I'j;{t

e5 Fi9 CL thinQs CL 6 1 ~iU9-t11!:.
e5 Fi9 classifier: things CL 2 5 .tajJ,w~~

e5 Fi9 classifier: thinQs CL 8 3 ·ttJil] il9~ J:l!.
e5 \. of Prep 11 15 ititit.
e5 Fig of Prep 3 4 I love vou fiit,Il

Ie5 Fi9 of Prep 3 6 ;fflJ~:J-

e5 Fi9 of Prep 3 7 ~1Il1lt1T*-IJf/,
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e5 il~ of Prep 2 10 I~ii~t:t
e5 il~ of Prep 1 11 ~4#:ti'-~

e5 il~ of Prep 1 12 ~-liJ:'\":

e5 il~ of Prep 10 13 W ~il~-M:.~~

e5 il~ of Prep 2 16a i;iJ;) -1::;~l'<~

e5 il~ of Prep 2 16b 5; i~ (.lUI ) (lLE] ) A

e5 il~ of Prep 5 17 ;;{if 1cr:;;{if~
e5 il~ of Prep 8 18 foJ-m-R
e5 il~ of Prep 1 20 "titA.If ~~t.
e5 il~ of; non-human Prep 5 14' ~tfil~'1t~
e5 il~ the one N 1 7 ~1Il*1N'ii;-iY/,

e7 -t can Aux 1 11 ~4#:ti'-~

e7 -t can Aux 1 7 ~*1T#-R
e7 '*" can Aux 2 10 ~iHt:t
e7 -t can Aux 1 14 ~tffl~'1t~

e7 1t could Aux 1 20 1ftA. If ~~t.
e7 40- will Aux 1 13 w~fl~ti~'"
e7-sai2 "Jy:J- can Aux 1 10 ~ii"tt:t
eh4 (0 ->t,) sentence final part Particle 3 13 Wt}~-M:.~

eng2 !iI-i shadow N 1 2 m:jrlj~ifv

eng2-oan2 ¥i! forever N 1 3 'ill' }JIJ fl~ ~ )¥.

eng2-oan2 7ki! forever N 1 14 ~ tf fl~'1t't*

eng5-oan2 ¥i! forever Adv 1 13 *~fl~ti~~

gan2-chian5 D1m front N 1 3 'ill' }JIJ fl~ ~ )¥.

gau5 40- skilled, good Adv 1 10 ~ii~:t"
geh8-kng1 ,EJ7t moonlight N 1 13 Wt} fl~ -M:.~~
gian3-thauS ~ii~ stupid Adi 2 19 ~,1tl!ii'ii;-'ii;-

gih4-ta1 -t-flt guitar N 3 1 4p-iU~ 1; -fit
goa2 ~ I Pronoun 2 1 4p-iU~ 1; -fit
goa2 #. I Pronoun 1 3 'ill' }JIJ fJ~ ~ )¥.

goa2 #. I Pronoun 3 4 I love vou #.,~
goa2 ~ I Pronoun 8 5 ~, a}j~$..-}£
goa2 #. I Pronoun 4 6 ;fflj~~
goa2 ~ I Pronoun 3 7 ~1Il*1T#-R

goa2 ~ I Pronoun 4 8 t!i' '~H8~ ·Jft41tt~
goa2 ~ I Pronoun 1 9 iltrr-~-~

goa2 ~ I PRO 21 10 ~ ,'h it 1t"15'... 'P EI

goa2 ~ I Pronoun 14 13 *~~M:j~

goa2 #. I Pronoun 4 14 ~tf~'it~
goa2 ~ I Pronoun 2 15 ititit
goa2 ~ I Pronoun 4 17 ;;{if 1cr:;;{if~
goa2 ~ 1 Pronoun 6 18 foJ-m-k
goa2 #. I Pronoun 4 19 ~,1tlJii'ii;-'i~

goa2 #. I Pronoun 3 20 "titA. If ~~t.
goa2 !lit I Pronoun 1 18 foJ-m-k
goa2-e5 ~il~ mv Genitive 3 4 I love you #.,~
goa2-e5 ~il~ my Genitive 2 18 foJ-m-k
goa7-choe7 ~ jt' how manv OW 1 18 foJ-m-k
goan2 !lit mine Genitive 1 13 w~fJ~tt~

goan2 !lit we Pronoun 2 12 ~,-liJ:'\":

goan2 !lit we Pronoun 1 14 ~tfI!Mt~
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goan5-bang7 J.v.Ji~ wish N I I 17 t"1,t;;(ij~ I
goan5-inl lUi] reason N I 20 "titA. lfl ~tt.
goanS-liong7 JW- i.~, to forgive V I 18 ~m-k

goan7 J.v.Ji to be willino V I 5 ;ta}],w$~

goeh8 iF) moon N 1 7 #.l!)~1·HHJI.

goeh8 F) moon N 2, 15 it.iHt
gong7 ~ stupid Adi 2 2 m;Jr.'J~

gong7-gon07 ~~ stupid Adi 1 19 ~ 'It l!i~'r*"'r*"
gong7-kiaN2 ~..:r- stupid kid N 2 18 faJm-k
gun2 1% I Pronoun I 2 m;Jr.'J~

gun2 1% I Pronoun 1 3 'rt>l'Jil9~#
gun2 1% I Pron 2 15 it.iUt
gun2 1% I Pronoun 1 19 ~'ltl!i~'r*"'r*"
gun2 1% I Pronoun 3 4 I love vou.f¥t,,~

gun2-e5 1%119 mv Genitive I 20 "titA. If ~tt.
hai2 ~ ocean N 1 11 ~-#f:t"~
hai2-eng2 ~~~ ocean-waves N 1 3 ·ft>l'Jil9~#
hai2-hoaN7 ~# beach N I 3 ,tt)iIJM~#

hai2-hoaN7 ~# beach N 1 5 ;ta}],w$~

hai2-piNI ~.i! coast N 1 6 ~ifj?i:*
hai7 if causative FW 1 7 #.l!)~1r*-tt
ham5 >fo with, and Prep 1 5 ;ta}],w$~

hanl-chi5-gin2-a2 i-i-1'fI1r Taiwanese N 1 17 t"1~;;(ij~

han5 ~ cold Adi I 11 ~-#f:t"~
han5 1- to hold V I 13 *~illJM:.~
hang7 % lane N 1 16a i~) -1:;~~~

han07 % lane N 1 16b ~i~(.IUl)(.IUJ ))...

heng1-hoai5 ~·tt chest N 1 17 t"1fJ;;;(ij~,

heng5-iaN2 1fJfj figure N 1 4 I love you.f¥t,,~

heng5-iaN2 7fjfj shade N I 13 *~MM:.~~
heng7-hok4 ~#1 happiness N 1 3 ·ft)iIJ ill)~#
hil-bang7 ~~ hope N 1 4 I love vou.f¥t,,~

hil-bang7 ~~ hope N 1 11 ~;jjj.::t-t-~

hil-bang7 ~~ hope N 1 16a itV -1:;~~~

hil-bang7 ;!~ hope N 1 16b ~i~()Ul )(Jt.J1))...

hil-bang7 ~~ hope N I 17 t"1.t;;(ij~

hil-bang7 ~~ hope N 1 18 faJm-k
hil-sengl 4Hi to sacrifice V 1 12 f:t--IJj:,-:.;

hi2 * happiness N 1 2 m;}l'lj"i!t,
hi3-lang7 ~* tease N I 6 ~?i:*
hi3-1ang7 Jf~* to tease V 1 4 I love vou.f¥t,,~

hial n~ there Dem 1 18 faJm-k
hiah4-nih4 -tt~ so Adv 1 14 %'- tf ilHh*
hiah4-nih4 ~J1f' so Adv 1 15 ititit
hiaNl-ti7 .1L~ brothers N I 9 ilt-.rt-U--l
hian7-tai7 JJ/A\ modem Adi I 18 faJm-k
hiaul-hiong5 ~Iiit hero N I 15 ititit
hio7-hoe2 {H.- to regret V I 16a itf,) -1:;Q~~

hi07-hoe2 iH.- to regret V 1 16b ~i~(Jt.El )(Jt.J1))...

hio7-ko2 {Hi~. bad outcome N 1 18 r&J-mk
hiong3 r&J facing Prep 1 17 t"1fJ;;;(ij~

hiong3 faJ facing Prep 3 18 r&Jm-k
hit4 it that Dem I 3 ,tt)iIJillJ~,tf.
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hit4 ~t that IDet 1 12 1&--!if ,\.;
hit4 ~t that Det 2 13 i!t ~ a9 M:. ~~
hit4-lo5 ~HIt that Dem I 19 ~ 'rtf l!i~'tg..'rg..

hit4-si5 ~tat that time N 1 13 i!t ~ a9 M:. ~~
ho2 -lit j;!Ood Adi 1 12 ~-!if'\.;

ho2-bai2 -lit 7" Q"ood or bad N I 17 ;fj 1~ ;1J $;,
ho2-han3 -liti! brave man N I 9 iJt~ jf; --¥-
ho2-hiam2 *~ to close call V 1 10 $;, iiit~
ho2-kal-chai3 -lit7Jo-ti:. Iucklv Ad; 1 10 $;,iHt~

ho2-khangI-eO -lit?:ta9 Qood stuff N 1 18 {.;J-mR
ho2-un7 -lit~ good luck N 1 11 ~#;;f~&

ho5 ~ river N 1 13 I~~ij9Me.~~
hoai5-gi5 ,t!~ doubts N 1 20 l1-A. If~~t
hoaNl-hi2 :fitt- happv Adi 1 19 ~,ttl!iIH~,tg..

hoan2 J3-. to change V 1 12 f!,. -!if'\.;
hoan2-hoe2 R:t~ to regret V 1 14 ~'fa9,th~·

hoan5 ffi vexed Adi 4 15 iH!.it
hoanS-tianl ffi~ nonsense Adi 1 10 $;, iiit:t
hoat4-tou7 Hi.-Jt method N 2 4 I love vou.f¥t,~

hoe1
~,

flower N 1 7 #'w*1tt:lc-tfL-1J:.

hoe2-chhial :k.$ train N 1 18 {.;J-mR
hongl Ji\. wind N 1 2 J+1~~

hongl Ji\. wind N 1 4 I love vou.f¥t,~

hongl Ji\. wind N 1 5 t-flFJ~k::&~

hongl Ji\. wind N 1 14 ~ 'f a9 'rtfu-
hongl Ji\. wind N 2 15 ititit
hongl-eng2 Ji\.ijfj swell N 1 9 iJtJf-.~--¥-
honQl-hunl -t~ sunset N 3 13 i!t ~a9M:.~~
hongl-keng2 Ji\.-J; scenery N 1 18 {.;J-mR
hongl-keng2 Jil"*, science N 1 9 iJtJf-.~ --tf
hou5 1- funcion word FW 1 17 ;fj 1,1": ;fj~
hou5 1- let FW 3 14 ~'f a9'ttU-
hou7 4'- function word FW 1 20 -t1i A. If $;, ~t
hou7 1! to let FW 1 15 it.i!.it
hou7-il 1-11- to him/her Benefactiv 1 13 i!t ~ a9 i9:Jft~

huai5-liam7 ,t!~ to think of V 1 13 -ar~ a9 Me. ~~~
hun1 -51"- Ipercentage MW 2 11 ~.:t#;;f~&

hun5 .m- cloud N 1 13 ~ ~a9Me.~~""hun5 ~ soul N 1 11 ~#;;f~&

hun5-iu5-su3-hai2 1;i&t11!]~ I gO around the world Idiom 1 18 {.;J-mR
i1 11- him/her Genitive 1 13 -t ~a9Me.~~
il 11- she Pronoun 1 4 I love vou .f¥t,~
i2-cheng5 VA-m before Prep 1 15 .i!..i!..i!.
i2-kengl G·'" alreadv Adv 5 5 ,t-flFJ~~*~..~
i2-kenQl ~~~ alreadv Adv 1 6 ~m?:t*
i2-kengl E,;.~~ alreadv Adv 1 7 #'w*1t:IHfL
i3-chi3 ;t,t- mind N 1 20 l1-A. If $;, ~t
i3-hiongl *~ unfamiliar place N 1 13 ! -t~a9Me.~~
ia2 -I!!.. or Coni 1 18 {.;J-mR
ia7 -I!!.. also Adv 1 3 '~)jIJ a9~J:¥.

ia7 -I!!.. also Adv 2 4 I love vou.f¥t,~

ia7 -I!!.. also Adv 1 5 ,t-flFJ~~~

ia7 -I!!.. also Adv 2 13 1\f ~ a9 Me. ~~
ia7 -I!!.. also Adv 1 17 ;fj 1,f, ;fj $;,
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ia7 it Coni
I

1 14 ~ tf tll]f~-ttor

ianl ~ smoke N 1 15 itiU!
ian3-khi3 ~f.L sigh N 1 15 ititit
iaNS ~ to win V 1 11 t:#:t-t-~

ianS-hunl ,it:$)'- destined tp meet sc N 1 14 f-tftll]fh*
ianS-hun7 ,it17i- affinity N 1 9 i!t--l'i-~-*

ianS-hun7 ,itt,)- destined to meet so N 1 8 Wv,;~ :k~~$4f- :\;(.
ianS-tauS ,it.:tJt handsome Adi 1 7 jQd(~dt,;fHrL

iau1-kiaul *.-11£ pretty Adi 1 15 ititit
iau2 it still Adv 1 18 ~m*
iml-gak8 -t~ music N 1 19 ~'~i!!ii,til-·t%-

in1-hoS ffil1;;Y why Adv 2 16a i!J:,} -t:;~*~

in1-hoS ffil1;;y why Adv 2 16b ~i~(JHI )(it.J1)A

in1-ui7 ffil$; because Coni 1 19 :1~Ht i!!ii,til-,t%-
iong2-kam2 ~j[t courageously Adv 1 19 ~'~l!ii,til-,t%-

iong2-khi3 ~~ courage N 1 17 ;f;f1r-;f;f~

iong7 JfJ to use V 1 2 i1'J41l1j~

iong7 JfJ to use V 2 14 f-tftll]·~tt

iong7 JfJ to use V 1 17 ;f;f1r-;f;f~

it4-chhe3 -m everything N 1 3 .m-);1 til]~ J¥-
it4-sengl -1. whole life N 1 9 i!t-~~--f

it4-sengl -1. whole life Adv 1 19 ~·thi,tHf;-

it4-tit8 -J1 continuousIv Adv 1 20 l1!A If' ~~t,
iu1-HnS iGA to blame V 1 9 i!t-~~--f
iu2-ti3 ~h#. childish Adi 1 18 ~m*
iuS-goanS ~JE; still Adv 1 3 .m- )jIJ til]~ f/,
iuS-goanS ~~JE; still Adv 1 8 ~t v!9-Jm~v.jtr.;Jf- :\;(.
iuS-goanS ~~JE; still FW 1 14 'f- tf til] ,~tt
iu7 x.. again Adv 2 13 -t \}tlI]M:JBjI
iu7 x.. also Adv 1 2 i1'J,;fIllj~

iu7-koh4 x..4rlJ again Adv 1 19 ~'~l!iHiI-'tt
jin5-seng1 A1. life N 3 9 i!t-~~--f

I Hn5-seng1 A1. life N 1 11 t:4#- :t -t-~
jit8-ia7 EHt day and night N 1 15 ititit
ioah8 #.'1 hot Adi 1 12 ~-lif'-:"
kal-hiong1 *-~ hometown N 1 13 -t \}tll]M:.~

kal-ki7 If'E, self Pronoun 1 19 ~',*i!!ii,tHt
ka1-pi 1 .wp"4~ coffee N 1 19 :jHti!!ii·tHt
kal-ti7 'fit> self Reflexive 1 2 i1'J41'i'j~

kal-ti7 ~E, self Reflexive 3 18 ~m*
ka3-si7 ~-;F moral N 1 12 ,~~,~

ka7 4e obiect mkr FW 1 18 ~m*
ka7 vx. to bite V 1 10 ~)~:t.:t

kah4 ,ft> and Coni 2 18 ~m*
kah4 'f and Coni 1 16a i!J:,) -t:;~*~

kah4 If' and Coni 1 16b ~i~(~ El )(it.J1 )A

kah4 :l to cover V 1 12 ,if,,-lif'-:..
kah4 'f to the extent Adv 1 7 jlfiij;.1:t,;fHrL
kah4 flJ until Prep 2 10 ~)H.:t

Ikah4 If' with Prep 2 20 l1!A If' ~~t.
kah4 Jl~ with, and Prep 2 5 ,tll}J,w~*~

kai2-pian3 ?t~ change N 1 3 'tt )JiJ til]~ f/,
kak4-sek4 ftj~ a role N 1 15 ititit
kam1-cheng5 !~,.rt feelings N 1 3 'tt )iIJ til]~Jf
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kaml-goan7 itmi haooilv Adv 2 19 m.,ml!i1H~,t4-

kam2 iit i Question marker 'QM 1 6 ;ffli~:W-

kam2 irt auestion marker OW 1 20 i11A. 'f $.. ~t
kam2 it I auestion marker QM 1 4 I love you #.;.~
kam2-cheng5 ~'m emotion N 1 9 iJt rf..~--tt I

kam2-kak4 ~"Jt feeling N 2 5 ,t-aA ,w$*~
kam2-kak4 1~"Jt feeling N 1 18 fo:J-m-lt
kam2-si7 iitk Question marker OM 1 6 #l~:W-

kam2-sia7 ~tlt to thank V 1 14 f-tfil~'m~
kangl ~.r.. river N 3 15 ititit
kan cr5 ~ same Adi 3 17 11 1,t-;fj"~
kang5-che5 ~* together Adv 1 17 111,t-;fj"~

kang5-khoan2 ~;fk same Adi 1 10 ~it~:t
kang5-khoan2 ~#,t same Adi 1 17 111&:;fj"~

kat4 .~t to tie V 1 17 111,t-;fj";J\
kau1-ooe5 ?tpg. toacomoanv V 1 14 f-tfil~'m~
kau2-goeh8 :lLfJ September N 1 4 I love you #.;.~

kau3 j~ to Preo 1 3 '1%JiIJ il~ ift J$.
kau3 jlJ to Prep 1 4 I love yOU #.;.~

kau3 j~ to Preo 5 5 ;tajJ,w$__

kau3 jlJ to reach V 1 13 -1t \} il9 M:.m
kau3-ah4 jlJT arrived V+FW 1 18 fonltlt
kau3-lau7 jlJ-t until old Adv 1 19 m.,m!!HH~,t4-

ke2 111 false N 2 14 :w- tf il9 'm~
ke3-kau3 iHi to fuss about V 1 2 m4rlJ~

keng1-ti3 l-t..ft scenery N 1 3 'I%Ji!Jil9iftJ$.
khah4 i" more Adv 1 2 m4rlJ~

khah4 + more Adv 3 10 ~itrn:t
khah4 ,t4- relatively FW 3 1 4>-i! il~ -t 11!!.
khah4-cha2 -tJf- earlier Adv 1 18 fo:Jm-lt
khah4-choa7 i"Jif-. useful Adv 1 5 ,"tajJ,w$~

khail-si2 ~*~ start V 1 19 m.'ttl!ii',t~,t4-

khan1-seng5 itA to patronize V 1 2 m;JrlJ~

khang1 ~ nothing N 6 6 ;fllj~~

khau3-pe7 i<.% to cry out V 1 10 ~itii:t
khel-chui2 ~¥ stream N 1 13 -1t \} ill; M:.~
kheng I-sang1 .td1 relax Adi 1 4 I love you #.;.~

khi2 ~ to gO up V 1 11 ~4#:t-t-nl
khi2 ~ to rise V 1 15 ititit
khi2 ~ to start V 1 18 fo:Jm-k
khi2-kangl ~.:r- beginning N 1 11 ~4#:t-t-nl
khi2-thok4 !flii toothoick N 1 10 ~·itit:t

khi3 ~ energy N 1 2 m4rlJ~

khi3 .f;;- to gO V 2 2 m4rlj~

khi3 .f;;- to go V 1 19 m.,ml!ii"t~'t4-

khi3-chhit4 ~'W charm N 2 10 ~itit:t
khia7 ::16 to stand V 1 10 ~iHt:t
khia7 ::t.5 to stand V 1 19 m.'ml!ii"t~'t~
khit4-chiah8 t,1< begger N 1 9 iJt.f,-.~--tt

kho2 1; to depend on V 1 11 ~4#:t-t-nl
kho2-ai3 ar~ cute Adi 1 4 I love you #.;.~
kho2-pi2 ar~t to compare V 1 7 ~lfJ~1T;i>HfI.

kho2-oi2-si7 ar~tR iust like Adv 1 18 fo:Jm-k
kho2-oi3 ar~t can be implied Aux 1 11 ~#:t-t-nl
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khoah4 r..'j wide Adi I 17 ;fJ 1~;fJ ~

khoai3-lok8 ,tit~ happy Adi I 17 ;fJ 1,r,;fJ~
khoaN3 l;;t to see V I 5 ;t-afj~$~

khoaN3 ;;t to see V I 10 ~).t-a:t

khoan3-keng2 J!:Jt enviroment N I 9 i:\t-~~-~

khoaN3-phoa3 ;;t ..,t to see through V I 8 tt·,l'J..m~·.jiL-t~ ~

khoan5-keng2 J!:Jt environment N 2 3 'Hf )jD ill; iJj,)f
khongl ?t ephemeral Adi 20 2 ~;JrlJ~

khou2-mia7 -%4:>- suffering N I 13 -1t~ill;M:.~

khou2-siml */~ concern N I 12 %.-llJ:'~
khu2-chhiah4-chhiah4 1Ji~,tt,tt Icool cha-cha N I 19 ~-ttIJiHt'tt

khuil f#J to open V I 2 ~-tl'lj~

kil-hoe7 ~~-t- chance N I 14 ,"'filH~~

ki5-sit8 $,-i' actually Adv I 5 ,t·afj~$.

ki5-thai7 J!tJ#- to look forward to V 1 3 ,~ )jIJ ill; iJj,)f
kiaml * and Coni I 10 ~).t"tt:t
kiaNI ~ to be surprised V I 17 ;fJ 1,r,:t~
kiaNI ~ to be surprised V 3 18 ~m*
kian l-chhiS ~# to insist V I 16a i#,J -tQ~~

kian l-chhiS ~# to insist V I 16b i#;i~()Ul )(Jt.Jl)A

kian1-chhiS ~# to insist V 1 17 ;fJ 1,r,:t~
kian1-teng7 ~Jt made UP Adv 1 20 "*AIf~~t.
kiaN2 -f- children N 1 12 P.b-Ht'~
kiaN2-liS -f-Yt. child N 1 18 ~m*
kiaNS -fT to go V 1 17 ;fJ1,r,:t~
kiaNS * to run V 5 18 ~m*
kiaNS * to walk V 2 5 ,t, RJJ ~~dl~
kiao7 ,~ to scold V 1 10 ~)Ht:t

kim1-ia7 4'-1t tonight N 1 6 W?t¥
kiml-ia7 4'-1t tonight N 1 13 -1t ~ ill; M:. #l~
kim1-ia7 4'-1t tonight N 1 19 ~,ttlJi~,t{!;-,tt

kiml-iit8 4'-El today N 1 13 -1t ~ill;M:.~
kin1 JT catty MW 1 10 ~).t"tt:t
kin2-ki3 ~lL to remember V 1 14 ,"'fill;'~~
kio3 ,,~ to call V 1 7 ~1!l-#.1'f.t4dt
kio3 ,,~ to call V 1 19 ~'~15~'tMt

kio3 ,,~ to call V 12 13 -1t ~ill;t9:.#l~

kiuS ¥ to seek V 1 9 i:\t-.w-~-~

kng1-soaN3 ;t,,~ light N 1 12 p..--llJ:'~
ko3-hiong1 tHi~ hometown N 4 13 -w~illJM:.~
ko3-si5 %~ to Dart V 1 18 ~m*
koa1-siaN1 iJk~ song-voice N 1 1 4jl-iblJ~ -It

koan1-hoai5 lHl'tt feelings N 1 20 "tiiA If'~~t.
koaN2-kin2 itHit hurriedlv Adv 2 18 ~m*
koan3-si3 ,~~ be used to V 1 10 ~).t"tt:t
koaNS ~ cold Adi 1 4 1 love vou .m,.~
koaNS ~ cold Adi 1 5 ,t·afj~*~

koaNS ~ cold Adi I 12 ~-llJ:'~
koaN7 iT sweat N 1 12 %.-llJ:'~
koat4-teng7 ;:k:;t to decide V 1 4 1 love vou.m,.~

koe3 !®: to pass V 1 15 i!i!i!
koe3-khiO !®:-i;- to [gol past V 1 18 ~m*
koe3-tengS !®:>fl process N 1 14 '" 'f illJ ,ttu-
koh4 -tl'lj again Adv I 2 ~-tl'lj~
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koh4 ;jIij Iagain Adv 2 16a i$f,} -c~ il~

koh4 41'>'] again Adv 2 16b ~ill(Jt. El )(Jt.j))A

koh4 M again Adv 3 5 ;~,a}]~~~

koh4 ;jIij and Coni I 7 ~1Ii #.1't·tHfi.
koM 41'lJ and Coni 2 10, ft .."~t j!>-15t.. ... s

kongl-iml 7'tPt time N I 9 iJt.fl--1f;-1f
kong2 ~ to alk V I 10 ~iHt:t

kong2 ~ to say V I 20 l1tA. 'f ~~t
kong2 ~ to speak V I 2 m;jlij~

kong2 ~ to speak V I 5 .0~}j~~-It.i

kong2-chhut4-chhui3 l/ftB .~ to speak UP V I 20 l1tA. 'f ft ~t

kong2-li2 ~Jl'. reasonable Adi I 15 iiiti!
kong2-oe7 ~'tf; to talk V 1 7 .t1Ii#.1t#--R
kong2-oe7 ~'tf; to talk V I 15 iiitit
koul-chit8-e5 ~\.-1~ alone Adi I 8 tt·,~~p"Ji~ :Ii,
koul-hu7 -!-ji to take Iight V 1 20 't1tA. 'f ~tt.
koul-toaNl ~\..iil alone Adi I 13 Y~t1~&c.~~

koul"toaNl ~\..iil lonely N I 1 4il-i{a~ ~ 'it.
koul-toaNI ~\..iil lonely N 1 3 'It jj1J a~ ift%
kou2-chuil -t-~ cute Adi I 7 ~1Ii#.1t#-~fI.

kou3-hiongl ;5.U~ hometown N 1 18 foJ-m-k
ku2 A- long time N I 15 iiitit
ku3 ti] sentence N 1 14 ;f. tf' M,!t"tf;
kuil-khi3 if-i;; crisply Adv 1 8 U>~9~"Ji4~ :Ii,
kui2-iN5 ~7t. how much OW 1 10 ~iHt:t
kui2-ku3 ~ti] several sentences N I 14 ~tf'M,!t"tf;

kui2-loh8-ni5 ~itJf. several years Adv 1 8 tv. '1J-fmp '!fir4~ :Ii,
lah4 '.ji sentence final part Particle I 15 iiiti!
lah4 '!fir sentence final part Particle 3 18 foJ-m-k
lah4-sap4- it~ dirty Adi 1 10 ~iHt:t
lah8-chek4 ~:'\\\JJlj candle N 1 12 f.t,.-!JJ:'~

Jai5 '*- function word FW 1 7 ~#.1t#--R

lai5 *- function word FW 2 20 l1tA. 'f ~~t
lai5 *- to come V I 2 m;jlij~

lai5 *- to come V 2 4 I love you #.\.1t
lai5 *- to come V I 12 f.t,.-!JJ:'~

lai5 *- to come V 3 13 *~M&c.m
lai5 *- to come V 1 15 ititi!
lai5 '*- to come V I 17 ;;{if 1fJ::1f~
lai5 *. to come V 1 18 foJ-m-7't
lai5 *- will Aux 3 3 'It Jil] t1~ iftif
lai5-hoe5 *.@J gO and come back N 1 2 m;jlij~

lai5-khi3 ,*--i;; to go V 1 18 foJ-m-k
lai5-kiaN5 *-H to go/follow V I 11 ~#:t-t'A
lai5-piau2-si7 *-*.r. to express V I 19 ~ ,!tIJi'b'Ig.'lt
lai5-poaNI *.:tn\. to act as V 1 18 foJm-k
lai5-tal '*-~ to take responsibilit V I 18 foJm-k
lam5-chu2-han3 '!f)Til man N 1 16a i$f,} -\:;~il~

lam5-chu2-han3 '!f)Ti'l man N I 16b ~ill(Jt. El )(Jt.fJ)A

lam5-chu2-kak4 '!f).:£.~ hero N 1 18 foJ-m-k
lan2 ~m we Pronoun 1 5 ,t,a}],w$.~

lan2 ~m we Pronoun 2 12 ,i.P,,-!JJ:'~

lan2 ~m we Pronoun 1 13 *~aHtJa~
Jan2 ~m we Pronoun 1 14 '" tf' a~ ,!t"tf;
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lan2 'm we (incl) Pronoun 4 17 :1f 1t-:1f~
lan2 'm we-incl Pronoun I 3 ,rt%IJil~~%

lan2-e5 'm ~~ our Genitive 1 19 iIit·ltlJji%'-'r~

lan2-e5 'm ~~ ours Pronoun I 8 f; '~01UJ~'{iL4~:'r<.
lan5-bon er5 ~ft$ hard-to-forget N I 3 'tt%'Jil~~%

lang5 A classifier CL 1 17 :1f 1t-:1f~
lan er5 A people N 4 4 I love vou #.-,~

lang5 A people N 1 13 1tt-ill]it.m
lang5 A people/person N 1 11 :t#:;j-~.il
lang5 A people/person N 1 15 it.iti!
lang5 A person N 1 2 jlJ;Jrlj~

laner5 A person N 3 5 .t- !1A*$:/£-
lang5-iaN2 A.iJ shadow of people N 1 1 4p-.iHI]~~

lau3-pauM il}.S8 to reveal V 1 19 iIit,lti!iH~'r~

leM '1IJ sentence final part Particle 1 10 ~it1t..
lek8-liong7 jJ-y strength N 1 17 :1f 1t-:1f~
leng2 It- cold Adi 1 16a itf,} -l:;~~~

leng2 it cold Adi 1 16b i!f.ill(.lt.a )(Jt.JJ)/...

leng2-cheng7 It-itt to calm down V 1 14 :f. t ill] HrTh-
lener5-longl-se7 *~tm confused Adj 1 7 ~1ll*1T#if/,

li2 X measure word MW 7 15 ititit
li2 1.1: You Pronoun 1 2 11'l41'll~

li2 1t- vou Pronoun 1 3 'rU~ill]~J!t.
li2 1,1: vou Pronoun 2 4 I love vou #.-,~
li2 1t- vou Pronoun 9 5 ."tll}j*$.~
li2 1t- vou Pronoun 5 6 ;;fflj~~

li2 1.1: vou Pronoun I 7 ~1ll*1T#~t
li2 1.1: vou Pronoun 3 8 f; '~01UJ~$.4~ :'r<.
li2 1.1: vou Pronoun 4 10 ~it"t."
li2 1.1: vou Pronoun 2 13 *t-ill]it.~
li2 1.1: vou Pronoun 3 14 :f. t il9'f'*Th-
li2 1.1: vou Pronoun 6 15 itit.it
li2 1t- vou Pronoun 4 16a i!f,) -l:;~~~

li2 1.1: vou Pronoun 4 16b i!f.ill(JU )(Jt.JJ)/...

li2 1.f, 'vou Pronoun 4 17 :1f 1,f,::ff~
li2 1.1: vou Pronoun 3 19 iIit'lti!iH~'rfJ-
li2 1t- vou Pronoun 6 20 "t{i.A If ~j;t
li2 -itt- vou (fern) Pronoun 5 19 iIit·1t l!i%-'r~'i~
li2-e5 1t- ~I] vour Genitive 2 4 I love vou #.-,~

li2-e5 1t- 1%1] your Genitive 1 12 #---liJ:'~
li2-e5 -itt-~I] 'vour Genitive 1 19 iIit'rtl!iH~'r~
li2-siong2 Jl'. ~J:- dream N 1 18 faniht:
li7-piat8 I4MJ separation N 1 3 'tt %IJ il~ ~Ai
liah8 4Jf.. to take V 1 17 :1f 1.1: ::ff~
liam7 ~ to miss V 1 13 1t t-Mit.~il~

liat8-chemr5 Mo'r"* passion N 1 17 :1f 1t::ff~
liat8-loan5 (jiat8-loan5) Mo~ hot love N I 19 ~,ltl!iH~'r~

liau2-si5 Tat to finish V 1 9 i!t..j'f..~-¥-

lim I .~ to drink V 1 19 iIit·ltl!iH~'r~
lim7-iu5 11:£-$ let it Adv I 15 itit.it
lin2 1U' vou Pronoun 3 10 ~it"tt ..
lin2-taul 1t-~ your (home) N I 10 ~ it"tt:t
lin5-sengl A!1- life N I 2 11'l;jl'~~

lin5-seng] A!1- life N I 16a i!f,) -l:;1fjj: ~~
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linS-send A.1. life N 1 16b ~;Il()Ul )()Ul)J...

lin7-chinl t~~ serious N 1 1 4rJ-i{ *IJ -t~
liuS-iong7 itiR to roam about V 1 13 -1t ~*IJ M:.~~

loan2 lit warm Adi 1 16a iilt) -l:;QJ!r~

10an2 lit warm Adi 1 16b ~;Il(Jl:..1'J )(Jl:..fJ)J...

10anS-chengS r~'rt love N 1 3 '*)j'J *IJ~%
10anS-koal ~~,iJt love songs N 1 6 ~m~~
loan7 ~L messy Adi 3 15 itiUt
loan7 ~L without considering Adv 1 10 aiHtt"
loh8 it to go down V 1 11 ~;#f-;f~A

loh8 it to gO down V 1 13 -1t ~ijlJM:.~~ I

loh8-chhial T-tL to get off V 2 18 t*Jm-*
lok8 ~ happiness N 1 2 1lJ4Jij~

lok8 it to fall V 1 15 ititit
lok8-koanl ~~ optimistic Adi 1 18 t*Jm-*
lok8-ohek4 itil;t depressed Adi 1 11 ~;#f-;f~A
long2 4it all Adv 1 3 '*)j'J*IJ~%
long2 4it all Adv 2 5 ,t,II}J,w.~~

long2 4t all Adv 2 10 aiHtt"
10ng2 4it all Adv 1 15 ititit
long2 4it all Adv 2 17 ;;(;f1~*a
long2 4it all Adv 6 18 t*Jm-*
long2 4it all Adv 1 19 '/~.'tt l1i%-'ri;-'ri;-
10ng2-chong2 4t~'t all Adv 1 5 ,t,II}J,w.~~~

long2-si7 4Vt. all Adv 1 9 i:!t.w-.1f; - $-
longS-chu2 ~~..i. leader N 2 15 ititit
longS-ian1 ~~i:!. signal fire N 2 15 ititit
lou7 ~ anger N 1 2 1lJ4Jij~

lou7 ~ road N 1 18 t*Jm-*
lu2 -1111 more Adv 1 15 ititit
Ju2 jr: more Adv 2 1 4rJ-i{ ijIJ -t 1tE,

lu2-kheh4 ~(§..$- I passengers N 1 18 t*Jm-*
Ju2-linS *A. women N 1 15 ititit
lu5-ho5 -11111"1" what QW 1 18 t*Jilt*
lu5-kiml -1Io <} nowadays Adv 1 15 ititit
m7 :f negative FW 1 14 ~ 'f ijIJ't!"U-
m7 :f not Negative 2 5 ."tIl}J,w.~~

m7 :f not Negative 4 18 t*Jm-*
m7 "#.Ii not Negative 1 17 ;;(;f1~*a

m7-bian2 :fjt don't Negative 1 16a ~) -l:;QJ!r~

m7-bian2 :fjt don't Negative 1 16b ~;Il()t.El )(Jl:..fJ)J...

m7-bian2 :fjt don't FW 2 11 ~4#-;;j-~&

m7-ho2 :fff don't Negative 1 16a iilt) -l:;QJ!r~

m7-ho2 :fff don't Negative 1 16b ~;Il()t. El )(Jl:..fJ)J...

m7-kaml "#.\.it not willing Adv 1 14 :J- 'f *1J't!"U-
m7-kaN2 :f:ift can't Negative 2 20 ljiA. <p a~t,
m7-kiaNl "#.\.~ to be not afraid V 2 9 i:!t.w-.~ --¥-
m7-koan2 :flf no matter Coni 2 18 t*Jm-*
m7-koan2 .a.M- whether Camp 1 14 ~ 'f *1J't!"U-"" ~
m7-si7 :fk is not Neg copul 1 4 I love you #.~
m7-si7 :fk is not Neg+Cop I 19 'Itt·tt l1ii'rMi;-
m7-si7 :fk or no Interi 1 16a iilt) -l:;QJ!r~

m7-si7 :fk or no Interi 1 16b I~ill()t. El )(Jl:..fJ )J...

m7-thangl :f~ cannot Negative 1 20 -t)iA. <p a~t,
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rn7-thangl ;r-1;J;j do not Negative 1 13 *~!'1~i5diJ~

rn7-thangl ;r-iiil don't Negative 1 l6a i!f:} -l:;a*~

rn7-thangl ;r-iiil don't Negative 1 l6b ~i~()Ul )(Jt.jJ)A.

mal-mah4 ~!!;~!!.J mother N 1 12 M-.-fJ:'~

rna7 -It also Adv 2 10 a)9...iw1t
rna7 ~, also Adv 1 11 ~~*;tir';\

rna7 ~ also Adv 1 12 fJ::7it.\.;
rna7 -t also Adv 1 12 fl.1: -fJ:'~
rnai3 1+l don't Negative 1 2 fUVl~

rnai3 • don't (again) Negative 2 5 .t·ll}]~~*,

rnai3-koh4 $-:Jr4 not again Negative I 15 i[.itit
mia5-siaNl ~~ reputation N I 12 .~-fJ:'~
mia7-un7 ~i! fate N 2 I ~i! !'1~ t; +!:,

miaN7-bai2 4ft. "7 unlucky Adi 1 9 ~~~-"*
miaN7-sun7 4ft.)'~ luckv Adi 1 9 ~~~-"*
mng5-khau2 r~ p gate N 1 19 ~'~l!i~'Md~
mui2-chit8-kang1 -ij--:k everyday Adv 2 4 I love vou A~
mui2-iit8 -ij-El everyday Adv 1 11 ~#::rir';\
na1 "1J~ iust like Adv 2 7 ~ttl,*1·N~iJI.

na2 * if Coni 1 2 1l);Jrl]~

na2 * iust like Adv 4 16a it<} -l:;a*~

na2 fJIl iust like Adv 4 l6b ~i~ (J~ El ) (Jt.jJ )A. I

na2 ~ whv Adv 1 5 .t·ll}]~ i\.-kit
na2-e7 "1J~-t how can Adv 1 4 I love vou A~
na7 * if Coni 2 12 M-.-fJ:'~
na7 * if Coni 2 13 *{j<!'1Ht~
na7 * if Coni 1 19 ~'~M·t€d~

na7-an2-choaN2 *~~.-t. whatever the case Adv 1 18 {.;JRtrk
na7-boeh4 *"* if Coni 1 9 ~-W--~--¥
na7-thangl fJIliiil how can vou Adv 1 11 ~#:t4>-,;\

nan5 • difficult Adi 1 9 ~~~-"*
nng7-cOOeng1-ban7 --t:m: 200 million Numeral 1 17 ;{;f11j:;{;f~

nng7-e5 f.fu1mJ 2 people Num+CL 1 5 .t·ajJ~*-j(.ij-
oan3-than3 t~~ to blame V 1 16a i1f,} -l:;a*~

oan3-than3 t~"t to blame V 1 16b ~i~ (Jt. El ) (Jt.jJ )A

oan3-than3 iR<".t to complain V 1 11 ~#;t1i-.i\
oan3-thiNl t~:k to complain V 1 9 ~~~-"*
oan5-sener5 7tA finish N 1 3 ·tt )}'1ll~ i4ij, )If'.
oe7 ~* words N 4 14 ~tfl1~,It~

oh4 Oh! Oh Interiec 10 18 {.;JRtrk
oh4 ~£ sentence final part Particle 3 13 ~~l1Ht~~
ong2-hui3 .t.I.iW to use V 1 19 ~'~lli~'t~'t~

oul .'f.. black Adi I l6a i1f,} -ta*~
ou1 .W. black Adi 1 16b ~i~(Jt. El )(Jt.jJ)A.

ou1-peh8 .'f..s without considering Adv 1 10 ~i1iit-
ou2 ti to dig V 1 10 ~ it"tfr:t
ou7-a2-kiaN2 :f1f+ Chinese N 1 17 ;{;f1,t;{;f~

loaM "Eo sentence final part Particle 6 18 {.;JRtrk
Ipai2 Jl classifier, times CL 1 14 ~tfl1~',*"~
loan er3 :&. let FW 1 8 ~t -,t1-k11~ -.)irA*- ::r<,
Ipang3 ~t to let go V 1 4 I love vou A~
Ipat8-1aner5 )}'J .J..... other people N 1 4 I love vou A~
Ipat8-lang5 )}'J .J..... others N 3 1 4ft.i! 11~ "t +!:,
Ipat8-lang5 )}'J .J..... someone else N 1 20 "t1i.J..... If ~rt
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pe7-bu2 x..-l!J: :parents N 1 6 ;fflj?t~

pe7-bu2 x..-l!J: :oarents N 1 18 ~ntrk
peh8 Ei white Adi 1 13 -1t ~aI]M:j~
peh8-peh8 EiEi white Adi 1 7 ,tlfJ#.11--.t'i<--R
pek4 ~ to push V 1 15 ititit
peng5 it side N 1 13 w~aI]M:j~

peng5-cheng7 -tM' :quiet N 2 3 '~JJIJal]~%

peng5-iu2 Jl~;t friends N 2 18 ~ntrk

phah4-piaN3 -IT.t# hard-working N 1 1 4.l-~al] -t 1t.
phah4-oiaN3 -IT4#- to strive V 1 11 '~:A#;t -ftnl
phah4-piaN3 -IT4#- I to strive V 1 12 ji:b-Ej:-I~

phah4-piaN3 4T4#- to strive V 1 17 :1f 1fI::1f~
phah4-piaN3 -IT4#- to strive V 2 18 ~ntrk
phaiN2-mia7 74;f- bad life N 1 1 4r-~al] -t 1t.
phaiN2-se3 7~ sorry Adi 16 10 ~illt--t
phaiN2-un7 7~ bad luck N 1 11 :tM;t~nl

phak8-lit8-thauS III EI ~jj to sunbathe V 1 19 ~'Itl!i~d{H~

phan3 mt to look forward V 1 13 -1t~a<:JM:.m
phang l-chui2-bi7 ;f-7j<.-.t perfume N 1 8 w~~-IUJPJi.t*- ;I-(.
phang5 iJ>J'\. a sail N 1 15 ititit
phiau1-phiat4 ~. fashionable Adj 1 7 1.1fJ#.1-H'i<--R
phiN7-sai2 J-AL bugger N 1 10 ~illt--t
pho3-chhui3 $..w. broken Adi 1 15 ititit
pho7 .te. to hug V 1 13 -1t ~ a<:J M:.~~
phoa3-oak4 -atilt to be frank V 1 9 ilt'~~-~
phoaN3-chau3 #-~ to accompany V 1 1 4r-~ a<:J -t1t
phoaN7 #- to accompany V 1 6 'ill""'¥-~ ~

phoe7-toaN1 :ftlf. sheet N 1 12 I~$}:J~

phou1-long7 iJt~R wave N 1 11 :t.t#;t-ftA
phu5 ~ to float V 1 3 ,tt JJIJ a<:J~%
phui3-than5 -J:.~ to spit V 1 10 ~'il1t--t
pi I-ail ;Il;.$. sadness N 1 13 -1t ~ fl<:J M:.~~
pi2 tt (comapared to) FW 3 1 4r-~ fl<:J -t 1t.
pi2 tt to be comparable V 1 20 -tjtA 'f ~tt
piaN3 4#- strive Adi 1 11 :t;J#;t-ftlif,.
pian3 ~ to change V 1 3 '~JJIJfl<:J~%

pian3 ~ to change V 1 4 I love vou.l#,~

piN3-siaN2-bang2 ~1t3!J.: what are you doingl Idiom 1 6 ;fflj?t~

piNS .if'- flat Adi 1 9 ilt'~~-~

poah8 if intimate Adj 1 9 ilt'Ji-~-~
poah8 flt- to bet V 1 19 ~'ttl!i'b'Md~
poaNl -it to act V 1 5 .t·~~~~
poaNl 4Jl~ to show V 1 8 ~t~1JJ~$.~;I-(.

poaNl-hi3 #JK1 to act V 1 19 ~,ltl!i'b,t~,t~

poaN3-hang7 2f-"Ji half N 1 4 I love you.l#,~

poaN3-mi5 -f~ mid-night N 1 12 /A-l!J: •.;;..
poel ~ classifier CL 1 9 ilt'Ji-~ --¥-
poe5-poaN7 I%#- to accompany V 1 4 I love you .I#,~
pou2 ;jjjj to mend V 1 6 ;filJ?t¥-
oou7 {4f. thin Adi 1 8 w~1JJPJ~J*- ;I-(.
put4-hau3 1-'* not filial Adi 1 18 ~ntrk
put4-si5 1-* sometimes Adv 4 13 W-~fl'J;!jcJ~

saml-out4-gou7-si5 :: 1-1i. at sometimes Adv 1 9 i!t- -W--~-~
san 1 ,J.i montain N 1 15 ititit
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san1 J.i mountain N I 13 -W ~a9;\±j~~

saN1 - three Numeral 1 11 t:#:tt-nl
san I-bengS-hai2-se3 J.iM.iItl' swear N I 14 ~ tf' a9'~"tt
saNl-kak4 ;..fiJ triangle N I 6 ~?t~

saNI-kiN3 ~YL to meet V I 9 iltl-~-¥-

sang3-khi3 iii*" to send V I 13 -w ~a9;1im
sat4-khi3 if.£:.~ belli cosi ty N I IS iiiiii
se3-chengS ilt'tt feelings N I 2 :ilJ;Jr~~

se3-kai3 iltl- world N I 9 iltl-~--¥

se3-kai3 ilt.fi- world N I 17 =t {r,:t-A
se3-kanl ilt fb' (in the) world N I 12 f&J.-1iJ:'~
sek4 ~ lust N I 2 :ilJ;Ji'I]~

sek4-lit8 {TEl old days N I 3 'It )lIJ a9 iIt J!F'.
sengl-khul !J'~~ body N 1 13 -w ~a9 ;lij~~

sengS-choanS ~1:- to help accomplish V 1 14 ~ tf' a9'~"tt
si3-langS iltA. life N I IS iiiiii
si5-kil at~ chance N 1 17 =t {,f,:t-A
si7 It IS Copula I 2 :ilJ;Ji'I]~

si7 It IS V I 3 ,tt )lIJaI.7 iIth
si7 It IS Copula I 10 -AiHtt"
si7 e to be Copula 4 4 I love you #.f!;~~

si7 It to be Copula I 7 ~#.1-NHt

si7 It to be V 1 11 t:#:tt-i\
si7 It to be Copula 4 14 ~tf'ijl.7'~"tt
si7 e to be Copula 3 17 =t {~:t-A~

si7 It to be Copula 7 18 ~-mk
si7 It to be Copula 1 19 ~'~l!i';H€;-'I€;-

si7 It to be Copula I 20 l1tA. If -A ~t.

si7 It yes Interi 2 16a iff,) -t~h~

si7 It yes Interi 2 16b ~i~ (.lU )(;U1 )Ao.

siaNI ~ sound N 4 1 4-j{al.7t"1'!:.
siaNI Ii!- sound N I 3 'tt )lIJ al.7 iItAt
siaNl f,f- sound N I 13 -t ~al.7;1ij~

siaN2 ~ what QW 1 10 ~i.t~tt"
siaN2 ~ what lOW I 20 l1tA. If -A ~t.

siaN2-langS l1tA. who QW I 20 l1tA. If -A ~t.

siaN2-meh8-khoan2 {tlt,f,t what kind N 6 IS iiiiit
siaN2-mih8 {tit what IQW 1 17 =t {,f,:t~
siaN2-mih8 ~#J what lOW 4 18 ~-mR

siaNS :lJ,\ city wall N 1 IS iiiiit
siaul-iauS ij1)i! free Adi I 10 ~iHw-t
siau3-lianS 1" If- young Adi I 18 ~mR
siau3-lianS 1" If- . young men N I 9 ilt.fi-~-*
simi I\.J heart N I I 4jl-j{ al.7 t" 1t
simI I\] heart N I 2 :ilJ41'lj~

simI '\J heart N 4 14 f- tf' al.7 ,~"tt

simI I\,J heart N I 15 iiiiit
simi 1\1 heart N 2 16a i~) -t~~~

simI 1\1 heart N 2 16b ~i~()U1)(.lUJ )Ao.

simI 1(..' heart N I 17 =t {,f,:t-A
siml-chengS 1\1'~ feelings N I 20 l1tA. If -A ~t.

sim l-chengS ',dt mood N I S ,t· ajJ w.~:ijr
sim l-chengS ,~'m mood N I 13 -w~a9;1i~~

siml-koaNI ,~Jlt heart N I 4 I love you #.f!;~
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siml-koaNl ,~Rt Iheart N 1 5 ;\t. a}).w.*:k~
siml-koaNI 1~1ft heart N 1 15 ititit
simI-koaNl '~J!f heart N 1 17 :t1!i;:t~
siml-1ai7 ,~J*J in the heart N 1 8 w'!~1IIJl1$4~::lt

sim1-lai7 '~J*J in your heart N I 20 ~A'f~tl:.

simI-thau5 ,~jjj heart N 1 17 :t1.t-:t~

siNl 1- to be born V 1 7 #.ad~dNHfI,

sinI-piNI ~i! by [your] side N 1 19 ~'~l\i,tf;-,ti-

sinI-piNI ~i! side N 1 4 I love YOu-l!lt,~

sin3-siml 1t,~ belief N 1 17 :t1!i;:t~

sin3-simI 1t,~ confidence N 1 16a i;t) -\:;Qil~

sin3-simI 1t,~ confidence N 1 16b ilis(./t. El ) (JUJ)J...

siol :tit to burn V 1 12 ,iA-!iJ::'~

siol-chiu2 :tIt~ alcohol N 1 8 ?.t"t~1IIJlI$4*- ::It
siol-goa2 *~1~ lean on each other V 1 5 ;tllJJ.w.*~
siol-goa2 *~1l together Adi 1 17 :t 1,t::t~
si02-chhui3 IJ'~ mouth N 1 7 #.l!l*1'f*~fI,

si02-sim1 IJ"~ becareful Adi 1 9 i.\t%f.-1f;-~
siong1-pi 1 1Ml1 sadness N 1 8 ?.t"t~1IIJlI$4~::lt

siong1-simI ~,~ broken heart N 1 5 ;t,1lJJ.w.*:ki
siong1-sim1 1~'~ broken heart N 1 6 ~m~:f

siong1-sin3 *~1t to believe V 1 19 ~'~liii-'tf;-'tf;-
siongl-sin3 *~1t to believe V 1 20 ~jiA 'f~tl:.

siom!"5-se3 #,~l!l carefully Adv 1 10 ~)9,jt:t

siong7 *~ each other Adv 1 14 :ft il<,),ttTh
siong7 i¥J most Adv 2 19 ~ ,tt liii-'tf;-'tf;-
siong7 J:. on Prep 1 11 ~4# ;J- -t-.il
siong7 :li't the most Adv 1 15 ititit
siong7-h02 i¥J-Jit better Adv 2 5 ,t.aYJ~*~

siong7-kai3 J:.1r most Adv 1 17 :t1.t-:t~
siong7-kai3 J:.%f.- most Adv 1 2 i'filJJ~

sit4-chi3 #d;· lose ambition Adi 1 11 ~4# ;J-1t.il
sit4-khi3 !k* to lose V 1 11 ~4#;J--t-.il
sit8-chai7 1i'-t±. really Adv 1 7 #.l!lll~d'f*~

siuN7 ;lID to think V 1 2 i'fi4rlj~,~,

siuN7 ;lID to think about V 1 15 itititI~'

siuN7-beh4 1J!.~ to want to V 1 14 "if. 'f il<,)'tt~
sng3 Jj: to consider V 1 10 ~)t1t:t

soah4 ~~ then Coni 1 8 w"t~1IJlI$4*-::lt
soah4-1ai5 ~U, suddenly Adv 1 19 ~'ttliii-'tHi-
soaN1 J.i mountain N 1 13 *" ~a<,)iMc.~~
sael :t unlucky Adj 1 10 ~)t1t:t
song1 Wii frost N 1 15 ititit
sou2-u7 rJf :ff all Adv 1 12 #-.-fJ:'~

su1-liam7 I~(t- miss N 1 4 I love you-l!lt,~

sui 1 I!il to go along with V 1 14 tf. t alJ'tt~
suil-lian5 J(ii~ even though Coni 1 3 'tt }jIJ a<,) it} )ilL

sui2 71<- pretty Adi 1 15 ititit
sui2 71<- water N 1 15 ititit
sui5-jianS J(ii~ although Coni 1 14 :f 'f il<,)'tt~
tai5-oanS 13;' Taiwan N 1 17 :t 1.t-:ff~
tai5-pak4 if :It Taipei N 5 18 faJ-m-k
itai7-chi3 1\it matter N 1 10 ~)t1t:t

tak8-kangl i£:k everyday Adv I 4 I love you-l!lt,~
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tam7-chui2 i~.7l<. (Place name) N 1 5 ;t· HJJ W-$-At;
taN2 ~ gall N 1 11 ~;f*;t-t-&

tan2 ~ to wait V 1 13 W"a0M:J~~
tan2-hau7 ~{i~ to wait V 1 19 ~'~!li,t~,tt

tan7-si7 1s k but Coni 1 10, ~)t#(t"
tan7-si7 1E.k but Coni 1 18 l~ntJk

tang7 -:t heavy Adi 1 6 ;ffll?t~

tat4 1&. to worth V 1 10 ~)tltt"

tau3-te2 ilJIt after all Adv 1 7 ~1l1-Ji~df.:Pic-*L

tau3-tin7 i l]F-t together Adi 1 18 ~mk

tau3-tin7 iM-t together Adv 1 9 iJt.rr-~-~

tau3-tin7 I"H~ together Adv 3 10 ~)Htt"

tau7-hu7 .R.~ tofu N 1 15 itiiit
te2 It bottom N 1 4 I love you ~~
te2 It bottom N 2 14 ~tfa0'tt~
te2 f.ii. short Adi 1 14 ~tfa0,tt~

te2-te2 fH.ii. short Adj 1 8 W"#.Ji8J!$;f*" :5<-

te2-te2-aO fH.ii..1t short Adi 1 9 iJt.r?-~-~

te7-it4-teng2 1f;-~ number one Adi 1 9 iJt-Ji\.~-~

teh4 1f. (continued action) FW 1 5 ;to HJJ w-::tf,.-At;
teh4 1f. aspect marker FW 1 16b ~iEi(Jt EI )(JtJ1)A.

teh4 1f. aspect marker FW 1 18 ~m*
teh4 ~t aspect marker Aux 3 13 *~a0M:.~
teh4 :t,)\!, aspect marker FW 1 7 ~,*1t.:Pic-*L

teh4 :t,t aspect marker Aux 2 13 *~a0M:J~
teh4 :i>t aspect marker FW 1 16a i~) -t~h~

teM It continuing action FW 1 15 itiiit.
teh4 It continuing action FW 1 19 ~'~lli,tt,tt

teh4 1f. progressivemkr FW 1 4 I love you ~~
teh4-chhoel It·k to blow V 1 14 ~tfa0'tt~
tek8-piat8 ~t;gIJ especially Adv 1 6 ;ffll?t¥
teng1-leng5 "TO:; to remind, to warn V 1 14 ~tfa0'tt~
thak8-chheM lWt" to study V 9 10 ~iHtt"
than2 ,tt while Coni 1 18 ~m*
than2-peh8 ;'13 E7 honest Adi I 14 ~tfa0,1t~

thau1-thaul 1t.r1#r secretly Adv 1 19 ~'~i!i,HMt

thau3-cha2 it-f early morning N 1 19 ~'~i!i1Ht'tt
thauS-cheng5 jjlm front N 1 18 ~m*
the2 ~t body N 1 11 ~-M::t-t-&
the2-hoe7 tti'- to appreciate V 1 14 ~tfa0'tt~
the3 ~ for Prep 1 12 #b-lt,~

theh8-chhut4 ;f,t:l:\ to take out V 1 17 :tr 1ol::tr~
thiah4-hunl-khuil ;fir ,i'- f,fJ to break up V 1 20 'tftA. lf~tt.
thiaNl lit to listen V 1 2 jij,];frl]~

thiaNI lit to listen V 2 5 ,tHJJ~::tf,.-At;

thiaNI lft· to listen V 1 12 t;t..-lt'~

thiaNI-kiN3 lItR, to listen V 1 13 *~at;M:.~
thiaNI-lang5-chhiuN3 lft·A.·S rn hear people sing V 1 18 ~m*
thiaN1-lang5-kong2 1ft.A.$. rrl hear that V 1 18 ~m*
thiaN3 'fro to have pain V 1 1 4/;-i{ a0 i"1t.
thiaN3-sioM ;Jt-t-t to love V 1 17 :tr 1~:tr ~
thiat4-te2 .f~1t completelY Adv 1 14 ~tf at;'tt~

thiN1 *- sky N 1 14. ~tfat;,th*

thiNI-khi3 *-1.t. weather N 1 12 #-.-It'~
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thiN I-teng2 :kTJi skv N 1 7 #.1!l#H·:#<-~1L

tho3-tong3 '*'t sure Adv 1 2 m4ro'J~

thoan5-soat4 -i-h3l legen N 1 15 ititit
ti7 .:tf. at Prep 2 18 ~mlt

ti7 ~.t located at Prep 1 17 :{;J1t-::/ii~

tiam3 ,~ at Prep 1 19 ~'~l!i~,t~,t~

tiam3 ,t~.:tf. at Prep 1 19 ~'~l!i~,t~,t~

tiam7-tiam7 (~I~\)(~J~\) quiet Adi 1 6 ~1:~
tiaN7 Jt calm down V 1 17 :{;J1,t::/ii~

tian7-iaN2 'tfj movie N 1 5 ,~a}J~~j£

tian7-iaN2 'lt~ movie N 1 18 ~mltifV'

tiau5 11~ (long obi) CL 1 13 w~iliJM:j~
tim5-tang7 iJC:t heavy Adj 1 16a ~) -b~~~

tim5-tang7 iJC:t heavv Adi 1 16b ~ill(Jt. a )(JU1)A.

tim5-tang7 iJC:t heavy Adi 1 20 tftA. 1f'~ tt.
tiNl-tiNI #t#t sweet Adi 1 7 #.1!l#1-t:#<--MI,
tinS " dust N 1 15 ititit
tioh8 ;if. I (continued action) FW 2 1 4!l-iUiJ 't 1t,
tioh8 ;f- (continuing) FW 2 3 'It>iIJ iliJ~ )if
tioh8 ;if. aspect marker Aux 1 12 ,~#-'~
tioh8 ;f- aspect marker Aux 11 13 *~iliJM:.~
tioh8 ;if. aspect marker FW 1 17 :{;J1t-::/ii~

tioh8 ;f- aux Aux 1 2 m;JNJ~

tioh8 yt iust Adv 1 4 I love you #.i1t.
tioh8 -nJL iust Adv 3 5 ."tfl})~~j£

tioh8 -nJL just Adv 1 18 ~mlt

tioh8-ai3 ;i-:;t must Aux 1 2 m4~~

tioh8-hou7 ;if.-t iust let Adv 1 14 ~tiliJ'~t;5-
tiongl :t double Adi 1 15 ititit
tiong1 t in Prep 1 4 I love you #.i1t.
tiong7-sinl :t;JJf to restart V 1 14 :f. t iliJ'~t;5-
tiu7-chhau2 f8~ straw N 1 11 :t-t#- ::t -t-A
tng2-khi3 _-i" to go back V 1 13 w~iliJM:.~~
to2-chit8-e5 ".7J-1mJ which one OW 1 7 #.1!l#1-t:#<-~1L

toa3 't to bring V 1 13 *t}iliJM:.~
toa3 11 to live V 1 18 ~mlt
toa3 iNl' to take V 1 13 * t}fJiJM:.~~
toa7 :k. big Adi 1 17 :{;J1t-::/ii~

toa7 :k. big (stron!!:) Adi 1 5 ,"tfl})~~j£

toa7 :k. to raise up V 1 12 !il1#-'~

toa7-hai2 :k.i4t ocean N 1 9 iJtJl-~-l-
toa7-pan7 :k..tI- generous Adi 1 10 ai.tlt:t
toa7-siaNl :k.~ loud Adi 1 15 ititit
toaN5 f.!f- to play V 1 1 4!l-iUiJ 't 1t,
toaN7 ,fJt classifier CL 1 3 'tt >iIJ fJiJ i4t)if
tong3-choe3 't1t to pretend V 1 18 ~m*
tou7-chiau2 iJi,i; visitant N 1 13 * t}iliJM:.~~
tu2-soah4 ;fI&~~ to finish V 1 5 .~fl})~~*l

tuh4-tioh8 ~j1 to meet V 1 10 ai.t#r:t
tuil it to chase V 3 15 ititit

I tui 1-tioh8 it;if. to chase V 4 15 ititit
tui3 1t for Prep 1 . 3 ,tt>iIJ fJiJ i4tJf
tui3 1t for Prep 1 20 tftA. 1f'~ tt.
tui3 1t to Prep I 4 I love vou #.i 1t.
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tui3 :tt I to Prep 2 5 ;~.a}J.w-4!f..-Jtti

tui3 1t to Prep 1 6 ~iIl1:~

tui3 1t to Prep 1 14 ~t a~'tt't*
tui3 :tt to Prep 1 15 ititi!.
tui3 1t to Prep 1 19 ~+kl!iHid~

tui7 !'l: to fall V 2 15 iti!.i!.
u2 f,fu rain N 1 14 ¥-t a~'~~
u7 ;{;f aux Aux 1 12 ,~-iij:-,.:;

u7 ;{;f to exit V 1 20 lit;,. 'f .ft ~t
u7 ;{;f to have V 1 4 I love vou #.-,!l
u7 ;{;f to have V 1 6 ;fflJ1:~

u7 ;{;f to have V 1 11 ~4#;;j-ii~

u7 ;{;f to have V 1 13 *~a~;it~
u7 ;{;f to have V 8 17 ;{ij1~;{;f~,

u7 ;{;f to have V 1 18 faJ-wrk
u7 ;{;f to have V 1 20 lit;,. 'f ~,~t
u7-chenoj ;{;f,~ have feelings Adi 1 9 -t:!t$~-~

u7-gi7 ;{;f,i to be loval Adi 1 9 -t:!t$1f;-$-
u7-iaN2 :"frfj reallv Adv 1 5 ,t,Il}].w-~-Jtti

u7-si5 ;{;fat sometimes Adv 2 9,-t:!t$~-~

u7-si5 ;{;fat sometimes Adv 2 11 1:4#:tii~
uil ;fi- to stab V 1 15 iti!.it
ui7 ~ for Prep 1 12 ,it-iij:-,.:;

IUi7 ~ for Prep 1 15 ititi!.
ui7 ~ for Prep 1 19 ~,ItW.H~,t~

ui7-siaN2-mih8 ~1tlt whv Adv 1 1 4J-i{ ag if 1l!!..
ui7-siaN2-mih8 ~1tlt why Adv 1 5 ,t,Il}].w-'*--Jtti
ui7-tioh8 ~~ for Prep 1 3 ,tt )iIJ ag itt: ft\!.
unl-jiuS iJ!:f: !!entle Adi 1 15 ititit
unl-loan2 iJ!1I£. warm Adi 1 14 ~tag'~~
un2 fl· stable Adi 1 10 ~iHtit
un7-mia7 it~ destiny N 1 17 ;{;f 1,r,:1f~
un7-mia7 it~ fate N 1 1 4J-it ag"t 1l!!..
Z English shopping shopping N 1 19 ~'Itl!i~'tH~

ZEnglish I love you I love you 2 4 I love you #.-,!l
ZHakka ~1-4;o$ I don't know Idiom 1 7 ~1fI'MdT#-~fl,

ZHakka #-~ very pretty Adi 4 7 ~1fI-M;.1T;f~~fl,

ZHakka ftt1tIt What are you doing Idiom 1 7 ~-M;.1T#-~fl,

ZHakka ~,**"1T voungwoman N 4 7 ~1fI-M;.1N~~fl,

ZJapanese ~1f1- noproblem Idiom 1 19 ~,ttl!i~'tH~

ZMandarin ~Hli-tl~~ bad temper N 1 19 ~,ltl!i~,t~,t~

ZMandarin ..tX* brand name N 1 10 .ft illtit
ZMandarin tJ,~.\; , disgusting Adi 1 10 ~iHtit
ZMandarin ii;{;f ro'~ no problem Idiom 1 19 ~,ttl!i~,~,t~

ZMandarin 'J'M.1~ Peter Pan N 1 18 faJlitrk
ZMandarin i::l~;r;:>\t~~iJ~ Taipe is not my home Expressior 1 18 faJ-wrk
ZMandarin ~:!t*..Jl tall buildings N 1 18 faJ-wrk
ZMandarin jf ar :!It-IT4}i ;1,\'1< wear suit & tie VP 1 10 .ft "hlt~liZ 'P e:l'

ZMandarin 'Hill voungladv N 1 7 ~lI)#1T;JHfl,




